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Foreword

The Grand Banks Experiment was designed to examine the
ability of satellite- and aircraft-specialized radars
to monitor ocean fronts. Data from these types of
radars provide information on aspects of the ocean we
have only recently learned to be important and at a
scale with which we are just becoming familiar. The
results of the experiment documented in this report
should help develop these radars into powerful
oceanographic research tools.

G.T. Phelps, Captain, USN
Commanding Officer, NORDA



Executive Summary

At various times during 1978-1979, a joint U.S.-

Canadian experiment involving ships, buoys, aircraft,
and satellites was conducted in the waters southeast
of the Grand Banks. The purpose was to determine the
ability of satellite- and aircraft-specialized radars
(SAR and SLAR) to monitor ocean fronts. The experiment
results, detailed in this report, show that these
radars are capable of defining thermal fronts under
imost weather conditions. The degree, as well as type,
of definition depended on the angle the wind made with
the thermal front and associated currents. Winds blow-
ing parallel to the fronts produced shear lines i.i the
SAR and SLAR imagery. Winds blowing orthogonal to the
front produced broad patterns whose changes mark the
location of the thermal fronts. This latter definition
produced the best delineation of the thermal fronts;
however, delineation was more gradual than the sharp
thermal gradients marking the fronts seen in satellite
infrared imagery. The possible causes of these effects
are detailed in this report.
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Preface

The Grand Banks Experiment is a U.S.-Canadian effort
to explore the utility of microwave sensors to define

ocean fronts. Chief among the sensors to he studied
are the synthetic and real aperture radars (SAR and

SLAR). These specialized radars are the subject of
this report.

A U.S.-Canadian investigative group called the Grand
Banks Experiment Team was assembled to conduct the

experiment and to analyze the resulting data. While
the author of this report is the U.S. principal in-
vestigator, the report has been assessed by the team
members (listed opposite) who worked on the SAR and
SLAR data. In this regard, the results should be con-

sidered a collective report on that portion of the
team's work.

The text of the report has a definite purpose: to

document the ability of SAR and SLAR to define ocean
thermal fronts and currents. Thus, extensive analyses
by the various team members toward results only par-
tially related to this objective have been re-edited
for inclusion in this report. The original papers have

been referenced for any reader who seeks further in-

formation.
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Part I. General

The ', LIT W-i -, ' I i ii !In; ',. tL 11'

Shining wi ti all his -nig ht
He did his very best to :iake
The billows smooth and bright ...

"Through the Looking Glas"
by Lewis Carroll

1. Introduction diminish this effect (Deacon, 196,). A
large decrease or negative Sign to th,

The recent devel opment and Instal- air-sea surface temperature differelice
latton of synthet ic and real aperture (Ta-Ts) can result in increased
radars (SAR and SIAR) ahoard satellites boundary-layer turbulence and, conse-
and aircraft offers a unique opportunity quently, increased wave growth. Such a

to utilize radar backscatter (a,) data situation occurs ab.ruptly in the region

to synoptically examine the roughness of an ocean front where (Ta-Ts) is

patterns of the ocean surface. NOe of positive onl one side of the fr nt aid i-z
the most Important oceanographic appli- negative on the opposite side. This ef-

cations of this information Is the capa- fect is regularly observed frori research

blLity to monitor the location of ocean aircraft, especially along the northern
frontal boundaries dur ing all weather and western edge of the Gulf Stream as

conditions. shown in Figure 1.

9
Several mechanisms have been shown to Another important nechanisn Cit cailso
,:ise the sur face rnughness to change changes to sur face rough:-oss ,icriss iai
across an ocean front. One of the im- ocean front is wave-current interact on.

p, rtant ones is the Interaction of the Changes in either the amnpl Itide or t!
wind and the ocean surface. Studies such orientation of surface waves across cur-

as Jones (1953), Kondo (1975), -and Sweet rent boundaries is a phenonenon often

et at. (1981) have shown that wind observed at sea. Early studies aitrib-

stress on the ocean surface is markedly uted the abrupt changes i: ocean r)ugh-
dependent on the thermal stability of ness to sharp fluctuations in the cur-

the air immediately above the surface. rent field, such as observed in an inlet

For surface winds, the water temperature during the ebb and flood of the tides
(Ts) affects the vertical wind profile (Bowden, 1948; Barber, 1949). A good ex-

so that the surface stress is greater ample of such changes is shown in Figure
when the water is warmer than the air 2.
temperature (Ta1 ) and less when the
water Is cooler than the air. Increasing The kinemati- and dynamic relation-

wind speeds, however, have been shown to ships that govern wave refraction and

Figure 1. Variations in the roughness patterns across the north wall of the Gulf
Stream looking south from a research aircraft at 300 m altitude. The smooth areas
in both photographs are regions of slope water. (Photograph by J. Kerling, NAV
OCEANO).
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Figure 2. Tidal-current produced surface features in the sunglint in Discovery Pas-
sage, British Columbia, Canada (Hughes, 1978).

energy exchange between a shearing cur- (1971) applied the theoretical results
rent and a gravity wave component in of each component of wind-propagated
tefns of radiation stress were developed waves to Pierson-Moskowitz spectra for
by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1960), the two simple conditions of the wind
and Longuet-Higgins (1961 and 1964). directly following the current aid the
Their results indicate that wave corn- wind opposed to the current. In their
ponents are modified by the current in a study, Huang et al. indicated that sig-
manner dependent upon the phase speed of nificant changes in the spectra should
the wave and the initial angle of the be expected to occur under actual ocean
wave-current encounter. Kenyon (1971) conditions.
noted that wave components can be re-
flected, trapped, or transmitted by such In addition to current- and thermal-
currents as the Gulf Stream. Correspond- associated roughness changes, other
ing changes have been observed by mechanisms exLst which, to various de-
Sugimorl (1973) In the Kuroshlo and by grees, are responsible for the varia-
Hayes (1980) in the Gulf Stream. As an tions in surface roughness found near or
illustration of the importance of wave- across ocean fronts. Chief among these
current interactions, Huang et al. are the dampening effects of organic
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i-,s, i t ,rnal wav e mot ions, and var i- The main purpose of the Grand Banks Ex-
ations ii bot ton topoc raphy. Few inid ept h periment is to show that:
Stidie- have hetn :ade that directly
relate the s,: effects t -changes in ocean, . thermal fronts, and their rel ated cur-
frontal rOughness. rents and local weather conditions modi-

fy, or create conditions which modify,
A number ot invest iga tors have shown the amplitude and orientation of local
that abrupt roughness changes in th waves
ocean surface are visible from satel-
lites an, that thest, changes are indica- e these modifications form distinctive
tive of o'eanographic events taking roughness patterns in the ocean surface,
place. (e.g. Soules, 1970; Strong and and the radar backscatter of aircraft
De Rycke, 1973; Fett and Rabe, 1977; and satellite SAR and SLAR off these
Fett et al., 1976; and La Violette et roughened surfaces can ho, used to define
al., 1980). These roughness changes are the region of these patterns.
seen in the satellite visible data as
changes in the reflective response of Since these radars are not affected by
the ocean surface to the sun 's rays . fog, mist , or time of day, the conc Li-
Figure 3 is a good example of this sions show these radars to be useful
phenomenon . all-weather tools for oceon research.

In a similar fashion, the uo derived 2. The Grand Banks Experiment
from SAR and SLAR instruments should he
capable of delineatinog surf,ace roughness The Grand Banks Expcrim,.it tok place in
features as soc ia ted wi ti thermal and the waters off the coast 0 Newfoundliand
current boundary effects. Since these southeast of the Grand Bainks. Satel 1 ite
instruments respond to surface rough- data were collected for t he broad area
ness, their al should be the response located between 40' and S)° West and 350
to the sane surface roughness effects as and 50' North. Ship and aircraft data
th:ose that create sunglint patterns and, wore col icc ted for a relI at ivel V smaller
in many instances, the radar imagery area--44' to 5j

° West Iid 390 to 450
should show features similar to those North (Fig. 4).

seen in thc sungli t imagery.

The experiment was ,ondu: tel in two
Some differences should be expected, of survey phases. The first phase, called
course, when comparing sunglint patterns "Baseline," occurred dur-irii; two weeks in
ant radar imagery. For example, the late June 1978. The second phase, called
geometry for the radar is simpler since "New Took," occurred in early iav a ld
the instrument transmits its own illu- again in Julv/August 1979. To prv ide
'inatiog radliation. More important than continuity he twee n the two pha'so,, at-
this, is the fact that the reflection ellite data were collected durin., the
nchanism of the radar involves resonant intervening months.

or Bragg scattering. The importance of
the resonant scattering to this study is Baseline had two purposes. The first was
discussed in Parts IV and V using SLAR to establish that ther,' is ; relation-
and SAR imagery. In essence, however, ship between the regional suriface rouih-
the origin of radar and sungint images ness patterns and the thermal fronts and
are similar, and this stmiliarity is surface flow. The second was to derive a
used to help show the type of changes in synoptic understanding of the physical
ocean roughness that create the varia- oceanography of the st udy region. The
tions in ao seen in the radar imagery. launch of SEASAT-A was delayed until

a fter the hune survey and no SAR data

i 3



(a) Infrared

(b) Visible



Figure 3 (.left) . Imagery of sLnlhI t and t hUI.~rma patterns in the G ulf Stireaml derived
from visib!e and infrared TI ROS N data for 15 MIay 19'79. These images represent
spectral tadiation from the same earth sLene that Nas received by the satellite sensorand then split to show the scene's electromagnetic radiation for the \ isihle and thermal
ranges. Note that the visiblec image showsa cdr C0"tUU ouci norh sOLIth sw ath Of sun
glint rather than a paint SOUrce. This is a product of the rutation of the sen sor anidmirror coupled with the forv a rd movement of t he satellite. A fuller- (-xolarnation for
this phenomenon May be found in) La Violette vt al ., 119 0. The infrar-ed imnage is agray tone depictioni of the ther-mal radiatiou) of the oceanis and CUlIudS. Lighter tones
represent cold featuires, dfar ker tones represent "arm features.
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Table A. Platforms and sensors used during BASELINE and NEW LOOK

Pliatforms Main I rstrirrertat i D,' e,,Gr

ijr hr c

Satellites: NOAA-4j 1nd 5 ~rd ~i i3

-N w -L-rjY) _(M ay , -7

sae I ,N tN( r3 T.' )- Y-1.

Ah Ir g'jf, - N K, i A ,, pe1 -~ I-~*
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5 ledrno, - RT-5 Inf) Icjh* bath) cal ibrat Ion wl tn upward- looki i(I PRT's f ) *kv'

correct Ion
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are available for the period of Base- 3. Analytical Approach
line. However, SLAR data were collected
by a U. S. Coast Guard C-130 aircraft. The analysis of the experimental data in
Details on the instrumentation and this study utilizes the following ap-
survey platforms used during Baseline proach:
can be found in Table A.

* Prove that the satellite infrared im-
New Look was planned so that SAR anl agery reliably depicts ocean boundaries

SLAR data could be obtained during an in of major significance and may be used in

situ survey of the regional fronts. Un- a hindcast study with SEASAT SAR data

fortunately, several critical setbacks (Part 11).

occurred prior to and during New Look e Show that these boundaries have rough-
which required altering the experiment ness variations discernible by SAR and
approach. The most important setback was SLAR using (1) ship reports; (2) air-
the abrupt failure of SEASAT-A prior to craft laser, sonobuoy and camera data;
New Look and the resultant loss of a SAR and (3) NOAA (TWROS-N) infrared and vis-
for the New Look phase of the experi- ible data (Part III).
ment. An aircraft SAR was planned as a
replacement, but at the start of New * Compare SLAR data with ship, aircraft

Look this aircraft developed mechanical and satellite data taken during Baseline

problems, and was forced to withdraw and New Look (Part IV).

from the survey without collecting any * Conduct a hindcast study to compare
SAR data. SEASAT-A SAR data taken in September-

October 1978 with NOAA-5 infrared im-
Another major setback was a severe storm agery, local weather data, and ship re-
that prevented the USNS LYNCH from en- ports collected during the same period
tering the study area in time to partic- (Part V).
ipate in New Look. Thus, the in situ
wave measurements that the ship scien- * Coalesce these results to show that

tists would have made for comparison the radar backscatter 0 of SAR and

with the remotely sensed data are not SLAR can '.e used to define ocean fronts

available. A second ship, the CCS GADUS (Part VI).

ATLANTICLJS, developed engine trouble and The next to last step is extremely crit-
was also forced to withdraw. ical. Since no ship or aircraft iata

were collected in the area for the per-
Despite these difficulties, the New Look iod when SE'SAT-A SAR was functioning,
survey team was able to collect exten- registered :,OAA-5 infrared imagerv,
sive and, at times, unique data sets. As regional weather analyses, and local
will be shown, these data are of suffi- ship reports will be the only sources of
cient quality to be used to resolve the surface truth. The first three steps
objectives of the SAR/SLAR portion of will be used to prove that the use of
the Grand Banks Experiment. satellite infrared imagery as surface

truth in the fourth step is a valid con-
cept.
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Figure 5. Schematic positions of currents southeast of Grand Banks according to
Miann (1967). Contours represent nominal transports in 106 m3/sec. The square
represents the major survey area of the Grand Banks Experiment.
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Part 11. Baseline and New Look

1. Introduction these water -nassea, composes the La r
F~ront ,a complex pait te rn rof n eand vrs,

Recently developed computer t echiIqulesq extrusions, a nd ed d ies wh ich , i n thle
us Ing at hlend of shi p, aircraft, and historical data, seems to) generate ,onl-
satellite data (JIolver et al., 1980) now fis ing patterns that change positiob and!
enable oceanographers to study the syn- strength from season to season and ra
optic details of an Ocean area as comn- year to year (Worthington, 1962, IqlF,
plex as- t hita t lig so uthle as t at theit Ma nn , 1967, 1971 ; a nd Clarke e t i I
Grand Banks. La Violette (1974, 1981a) 1980).
and La Violette et al . (1975) show that
data fro~n saitellites cari he used inl the A controversy exists over what happen,;
field to operationail ly contrCol thet sur- to thle Gulf 'Stream once it ,inters thie
vey of a complex ireoi, and c-an he used region Of confluence. This conflict con-
ill comna~l t ianI wit h conlvenit onatlly col- Lers around the c la im by Wo r thi -igt on
I ec t ed da ta to r thle pos t -s urvey anal - (1962, 1976) that a permanent. low-pres-
vastS. 1!1 uch A Su~rvey , remotely sensed sure trough exists over thle batthymetr ic
do ta f rn oil stel li t e - woulld he used to ris-,e , knowi as thle Ne wfo undIlind R idge,
p rov idet brood , svnapIt I-C area coverage, blocking f ur thler e ast1,wa rd flow of theit
and in situ datai from aircraft and ships stream. According to Worthingtoni, theit

would be usedl to in t ens, Ilv exam i lie sman 11 t ii flow of thle GuI f St ream is, there-
cri tical reglions within the larger study fore deflected southward toward thle
area. Basel ine and New tI.A k We re Sargasso Sea and little, if any, mlxi ng
conducted tn this fashion. occurs between the waters of thle Gulf

St ream and the North Atlant jo current.
The rmain purpose of this portiton of thle "I'oving; northward onl thle other ;ide of

suyis to describe the oceantography of the hathymetr ic ridg e.
thle region ats derived from shi p/ir-
craft /sa tellite suirveys , a nd to show Maniin ( 196 7) on thle o thler hanld , 4-labho r-
t ha t ; at elIi t:e Infrared Imagerv can be ates on a theory first advanced by Islin
use, vd to ac cura to y loca to the po sI t ion (1936) t 'ia t thle stream sl itt s into two
of the reg ;I n's, the rmal fronts . branches south of thle Grand Banks (Fi t.

5) . Using, Apr il/May 1 9h 3 and fJunek'JLIV
A mo re complete report onl thle oc eano- 1964 dat a coilected by CSS BAFFI- 1N, Mannl
graphic cond i t tons found dUr Inag thle states that although much of the)t GulIf
Grand Ranks surye ys can he found [n La St roai flIows south , a branch of the Gu If
Vioiette (1981lh). Stream loops back at 38'30'N, 4 4 'W t o

join the North 4ktlantiC Current . 'a n n
2. Previous Studies also notes that in the shal lower regions

of the Newfoundland Ridge closer to the
H~trclaicn tan hlpdtiIn - Grand Banks, slope water overr ides the

c ato that the ocean region -,outheoast of r idge and al so jotis t he No rthI At Iarit ic
thle Grand Bank,. I- tile confluenice of tile Current
Gultif Stream, North Atlaritic , and Slope
waters . On the Grand Kink~s , the cold, Clarke et al . (1980), reporting on the
generally southward-moving watters of the results o f a 1972 t hr ee- sh i1 survey ,
Labrador Current for nfl dynamic hut tress show what they consider conc lu-t ye proofI
to these warmer, niorthward- and east- that the Gulf Stream does indeed split
ward-mov tug waters . The Interface of into two braniches, ,withI t lie grea te;t
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Figure 6. Samples of satellite infrared imagery for the Grand Banks Experiment area
for the period January 1975 through October 1979. These imagery show that three
frontal extrusions were always present in the cloud-free data. However, imagery
showing all three structures at one time are rare. The ones presented here are
meant only as examples of these features. Newfoundland is the dark land mass in
the upper left corner of each image. The line drawing on the bathymetry chart is a
composite of all the imagery for 1978, and is drawn by hand onl a common grid. Thle
solid line represents the edge of the cold water of the Labrador Front. Thle dashed
line represents the direction and type of extrusion away from the front. The shaded
area northwest of the front represents the dominant position of the Labrador Current
as seen in the imagery. The smaller shaded areas in the west are smaller slope water
current features that also appeared in the 1978 imagery. Composites drawn from
other years' imagery show similar results.
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aminrt of 6g0  i~t r vain wa t or L rrr 11i nl ' 3. Pre-Survey Satellite Data
sori t iwa rd arid thle srna I lo r po rt iol joI i i

I 'ig theit rrt hie r At I atrt ic Wa t era. Ini p repara t i on fo r thIIt Basel I! fle an u;I ;w

Ulu k survcys, NOVA-4 and NOAA-ri s.-it-1
Much of tire rrceantogtajrhi data co1llected) li te imag;ery tor thc threo-year period,
W tChu a rvA have beena t ikeui by vesel K5r I~ Jnunary v 75 through Kfy 1978 were exam-
or tihe hIt erriat iorhil Iee Pat rol , which Wred . During Basel ine and New Ln, OS

bcejaii Systernat ict at col ~ letiloen Well AS riri i ri the inritervn 1 i 1-101101i in
st ition data in 1422. BIL ise ] on i hwo etweeni, additrionjiatl f"IIit riota.,
dat a, mean dyvnaiIc topographites (ums ing ( NOAA- S anrd VIRUS-N) were collected to
1000r m as a reference le) rtie aid in the sulrvey operatians and ecrat-

nritirs of the iceberg season (April, Ma surviry analyses. Al togther, over ,ive
andl J une ) we re caIc ula 1t ed h) Soul eiIo yars of sat luite data wert, coii crd

(1%-.).for rise in this study (Fig. 6).

%wOititn anid Sfruhy (1980), after exaont n- The data Cot lected] by ship ;and iricraftt

ia S VP dat a taiken by the VS CGC KVC i du ring Ba seline andl ';(w 1.-nk werc hanad -

GREFN arid L'SC;r: SliFkMAN i Jne 1970 anid led inl thle COnvent tonal roriner fOr t irOse
CCCC HAM It rN in Amrgrrlt lq71, corre 1 rde tyvpe s of suorvy plat forms. Rema-irks des-

hat m-esoscalo oddies, were pre-sert 11long' crihinrg the colle-t in, limit tLns, and
t ie Newf-ound la-nd Ri1dye arid that these appl i ca t in of -,aItet11 tte datLa haive_ !been

had atemporal and spat ial varilab ility OInUe is anl appendix fur readersr un-
on a sal e thar had not heerr re"Orved in aimlitar with, theseo types of dati
previous su rveys . Thle i r da ta i ad I c t ted

thle C i rcuILit ion pi t teran var ied fr om rre A problem in the rise of VKi aid

fIn which thle rlfStream, branched arrrnd diata ( ti' i:die not orccrr wi~i t IiKOS-N
the Ridge to oneitnt which A port ion of lit 0 il r1"t Piant i tat r me icr -to

the Crllf Stream grossed the Ridge. igae crrTQ-Irisl Son ' the 'I():\. \ di
Jlit f* i cr I t Seer iaso e var i i t ion a ri )-

The author feels that the problems en- graphic distort ion (see tWr appeOii ).
con.tered! by tihe researchers studlying Tirerefore Qv thpre-survey APA1riv
the dyniamics of this complex regiori hrave satellite Kaircer wasq dorm qjaiit i

not keen caused! by insuffiectent data, hy irarrd-trAnqrfrr ing the nar i-ri di i
hut rathrer by a lack ot synopt ic data. features orto a corro gir rid. Alti r§i
Certainty, thle Itntern~rtinl Ice Patrol. thuis methrod is crade., thre icr1 sin

data set is niot a smarll .1rorint. iowever , Llte L tire riralI iron ht we C I ti:e C, lI(m4
tire I rit erriat lanai Ice Pt l da ta repr e- SrOutirwest -'ocia LA )raIdo0r CLIr rrert Wi
sent rcpea t ed looks a t stanidard Ioc a- arid tire warme r, rnor t! ivardnov i '. 1 -
t ans , wit h nrr acer urit ht i ng t ikerii t ha t t ic waters show certain persistent !'o'1
these posit ions in anry one year hry riot. tures. These features appear a, Oxtru-
bet descr the thre regional dynamic stons oif cold Water that are coaiti
structire. Comi la tio ns of these data uouslv be ing e xt enrded away 'Lr om- tile
nto mean dynamic tipog rrr lpi e s, suc a as Lab rador Front in(to tire wa rmrer At I ant _

composed by Soule, ca easily hide tran- waters. Moreover, these extrusions ex-
sitent varitatloris that may art be t r i- tend from nodal po int-s overl my ingv thiree
v'al. As will be shown ill thle analyses bathymetric feat ures: The Ne, founrd lanri
0o the Base Ilie and No w 1,oo k da ta , Ridge , thre Newfound land Sejlmouro ,; and
translat ions of the, m i n featarres o f thle Flemish Cap). The first two feat ores
only a few kilometers would int roduce lie wi thin the study area and are ad-

drastic vartitions in point measurements dressed in detail in this report.
such as those made by STD's takern at
standard locations. A composite drawing resulting from the

examination of the sa teI tte infrared

imagery for one year ( 1978) is shown in
Figure 6r to compare wi th sa mpl1e,; o f

"OWI



cloud-free imagery from the sv,2ral '. , r',.; 7 .i .J I

years of Imagery. 1>' t,'c i''' 't

Clouds are always a pr)blem in ut il . :.; AIr rt ,t t ;1 irk, .

infrared satel lite data for oceanog r i- , -2 ,i', ' , - .: ' .I,....- : .

phi." analysis since they block t,, h Ir I I,, I o 'tud' ,.,, deo :,. '

satellites' view of the ocean. Thus, c ri I. r,- ,

mo a toring a region as cIoudy as th-
study area for any extended period ,lsiil, AIat,, ., ' -lle 1. d * It-

satellite Infrared data is difficult. crit s hips , a , ' K. w " i t

Nonetheless, the pre-survey study showe. cold t-lU ir, e . tec 1 K-1t-

that large amounts of cold water were tI t,,, l , t2,le ted s tei i to rt nf ,-,

always in some phase of extrusion away t e 'os:rf ic. nmt ' ,

from the common nodal points. There ap- I -irge ocean fr uit -i! t ri.' ir a ht

pears to be no xeriod i city to the growth extel nor: t h-,r -n : . t te air-
and decline of t, extrusions. In addi- face Figs. -. 3 ive crc--

tIon, the speed of their novement varies evidence of thi . aid ti)., en vms

considerably--at times a feature will show that tl esi fro:,tal atrucur, S -niced

show little movement ind then begin toi during the oulrvey period . MIost of thi,

move rapidly. Because of the regional interesting -.,ovement oc urred in, the

cloud cover and the NOAA 4 and 5 data water over the New:oundlmnd Rid,., and

registration problems mentioned with it was there thit the ship and air:r f:
NOAA-4 and 5 data, it is difficult to data collect lon was concentrated.
make quantitative measurements of the
movements. Since the initial three years By the end of the two-week suIrvey, .a

of satellite data were examined only as major structure with a large eddy-like
a pre-survey study, a more extensive ex- feature at its terminus had extruded

amination was not instigated. more than 140 km from the southwest
corner of the Labrador Front . The ini-

It is interesting to note that few corn- tiaI position of this movement can be
pletely separate eddies were found in seen in the 12 lune satellite infrared

the several years of satellite imagery imagery and the aircraft precision radi-
(the average was three each year). Thin atton thermometer (PRT) data for 17/18
filaments of cold-water tying the devel- June in Figure 7. The movement culmi-
oping eddies or gyres to the Labrador nAtes in the frontal position shown by
Front are found to be normally present. the 25 June satellite ima..,e and the 27
The significance of these unexpected June aircraft PR? analysis in Figure 9.

filaments is covered in the discussion The step-by-step extrusion away from the

sect ion, initial position is shown in the overlay
of major thermal gradients derived from

4. Baseline Data-June 1978 PRT data In Figure 10. As this figure
suggests (and the satellite data show

Baseline took place during the period of more positively), the main movement
14-27 June 1978. The survey platforms began abruptly 18 June and continued to
and the sensor Instrumentation relevant the position shown for 27 June, which

to this study are listed in Table A. was the end of the Baseline survey.
During the suirvey, the Navy P-3 aircraft Unfortunately, clouds and the onset of

made seven survey flights, beginning 14 seasonal high hutmidity obscured satel-
June and finishi ng 25 June. lite views of the sea surface tempera-

ture gradients for the next two months.

The USNS LYNCH entered the area 14 June Because of this, no fur ther tracking of
and departed 24 June. A satellite drif- the extruded cold feature could be made.

ter was released from the ship 22 June.
The ISCGC EVERGRFEN entered the area 19

.. . .. . ... . . . ,- ~ , " -. . ... .. . . .'- - =.- _ . . - . . - - . .. . .. . . .. . .



P ail e v ivw, f iv 3:W -.p:m t. ritAir es whteln it is found , it see;ls to forms one
show that the ther ial gr ad ients at th'ii ec eleent )f a bifurcated ridge feat ure,
depth closelv follow tlie sLri ice pit- with tI t position ,of the second New-
terns of thernal extrusion (Fig. II). foundland Ridge feature being iioved more
Cross sections cons t ruc t- I t from shi p 750 to the northeast than when only one fea-

e\;nendable bathythermographs XBTs) ture is present.

a w that the cold featkire extended at
least to the botton of the XBT traces Wave data were collected by a :ni-mber of
(Fig. 12). Final ly, STI) casts taken by the Canadian Wave Climate Study group
the ship show that the salinity and tern- osing a wave buoy deployed from USNS
perature within the cold feature differ- T.YNCH. The data from four of these de-
ed from the salini ty an] temperature ploy:nents are discussed in detail In
)it side the feature is deep a.; 1200 m Part IV.
(Fig. 13).

The third feature of interest--the cold
Two other extrusive foatures 4ere exam- frontal feature over the Newfoundland
imed during Baseline. T1he first of theso Seamounts--also showed strong extension
features--a southward extrusion of cold during Base line. Although neither the

witer along 49°30' '--is shown by tlie -t Ircraft nor the ships entered this
satellite imagery to have slowly devel- region (except to show the beginning of
.)ped into an eddy 10)0 km in diameter. In northeast arcing of the thermal gradi-
situ examination by the aircraft and ents north of 43"N in the 17/18 June
ships was limite: to the filament con- aircraft data analysis), the satellite
necting the main portion of the feature imagery did show feature development
with the Labrador Front (Figs. 7 and from 12 to 25 June that was similar to
12). However, positive evidence for ge- the cold extrusion over the Newfoundland
netic circulation was furnished by the Ridge (Figs. 7 and 9). A satellite-
track of a satellite drifter buoy (Fig. drifter buoy, dropped by the USNS LYNCH
14) released into the Labrador Current on the eastern side of the Newfoundland
at 48031'N, 48 0 59'W by the USCGC EVER- Ridge feature, followed the thermal
GREEN on 13 April (P. Richardson, WHOI, gradients northeastward at an average

unpublished data). speed of slightly over 100 cm/sec (Fig.

1.4). North of 43°N, the drifter began to

It is interesting to compare the south- follow a course which outlines the cold
ward movement of the buoy with the posi- water feature over the Seamounts shown

tion of the thin, cold core of the in the northern portion of the 25 June
Labrador Current visible in the 12 lune satellite image (Fig. 9).

satellite image (Fig. 7). At 51'30'W,

tle buoy turned eastward, and on 30 Mfay 5. New Look Data-May 1979
it beca-ne caught in the flow of the
southward extension at 49'30'W. The data The second phase of the Grand Banks
show that the buoy then became entrained Experiment--New Look--was made In 1979.
within the newly formed eddy and remain- This phase was accom p ihed in two
ed there rotating In a counter-clockwise steps--the first during the period 9-19
direction until the end of tracking 22 May; the second from 28 July to 14 Au-
JTme. The eddy is visible in the NOAA-5 gust. The instruments used and their
infrared image of 23 June in Figures 8 platforms are listed in Table A.
and 14.

During the May survey, only aircraft and
The examntnation of the several years of satellites were used as data collection
collected satellite imagery indicates platforms. As mentioned in Part I, two
that, although a cold feature near the ships that were to have participated in

region of 49'30'W is often found, it the May survey were forced to withdraw.
does not appear to be a persistent fea- Despite this loss, the May aircraft and

ture in the imagery. On those occasions satellite data furnished information

- = - _-M '_ -: "- - .. . . . " . . . . i - _ ; . _ . -. ... . : _: - . " - ._ ... . ... ... .1-3.
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Figure 10. Progression of the extruding cold frontal feature of the Newfoundland
Ridge between 14l and 27 June, 1978. Each isoline represents the position of the main
thermal gradient for the representative day's flight.
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Figure 13. Representative STD station data taken across the Newfoundland Ridge
feature during BASELINE. Note that in order to conserve space, the data are
folded for values below 1000 decibars.
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complementary tu that provided by the Upon examining the satellite and air-
Baseline data. The satellite data cover- craft data in the field, the western
ed the entire area, while the aircraft member of the ridge feature was deemed
measurements concentrated on details of the more important structure, and inten-
the fr,)ntal features over the Newfound- sive measurements of its surface rough-
land Ridge and the Newfoundland Sea- ness were planned. On 16 and 17 May in-
mounts. The satellite image for Figure tensive frontal surveys were made that
15 is a good example of the frontal cut a 150 km cross section across the
features present In the waters off the cold extrusion. Synoptic measurements
study area during May 1979. involving the temperature, currents, and

wave spectra of the ocean and tempera-
The storm that plagued the ships created ture, humidity, and pressure variations
cloud conditions that covered the area in the atmosphere were made along the
extensively during New Look. However, section. These measurements were design-
those satellite imagery clear enough to ed to show an instantaneous view of the
display ocean thermal gradients show physical conditions in the atmosphere
that the Ridge feature did not move ap- and ocean across the feature. A detailed
preciably during the survey. A compari- account of the intensive surveys con-
son of the 9/10 May aircraft PRT analy- ducted during these two days is pre-
sis with the 15 May satellite image in sented in Part III of this study.
Figure 16 verifies that very little
southeast extension of the cold feature On 19 May, an aerial survey was made of
occurred despite the five-day difference the cold water gyre lying over the New-
in the data sets. foundland Seamounts. The feature had

been visible in the satelli ue infrared
The aircraft data analyses for the 9/10 imagery for several days, but became
May flights proved interesting. Although hidden under clouds two days prior to
heavy fog and low clouds prevented col- the flight. The gyre, seen in best de-
lection of surface radiation data by the tail in the satellite image for 15 May
aircraft along and north of the 42"N (Fig. 17), extended over an area 200 km
track lines, analysis of the subsurface on its east-west axis and 100 km on its
AXBT data shows that the main cold water north-south axis. Analysis of the air-
feature in the area was actually being craft XBT data collected during the 19
extended from 49'30'W and that a second May flight (Fig. 17) shows surface
feature, very much smaller in compari- structure similar to the gyre appearing
son, was present at 48 *W, 42°45'N. in the previous day's imagery. The anal-

ysis shows that the complexities seen at
The TIROS-N data collected during New the surface extended at least to the
Look are capable of more accura,, -'gis- bottom of the aircraft XBT traces, with
tration than the data from NOAA- 'ol- strong movement extending through -Il
lected during Baseline (see the Appen- levels.
dlx). Thus, the data from this satellite
can be rigorously compared with the air- 6. New Look Data-July and August, 1979
craft survey data analysis.

The horizontal distribution of the The final portion of the New Look survey
smal ler ridge feature Indicated by the took plae during July and August 1979.
point AXBT measurements of 9/10 May is This portion of New Look was designed to
shown more clearly in the 15 %lay sat- show that the cold water feature over
ellite image. Thus, during New Look, as the Newfoundland Ridge was present dur-
during Baseline, a bifurcated Newfound- ing a period when seasonal high humdity
land Ridge feature was present with the often obscures tile region from the view
eastern member of the bifurcation being of infrared satellite sensors.
comparatively underdeveloped.
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The survey consisted of the USNS LYNCH the feature found at 49'30'W during May
making 750 m XBT drops while running a and in the previous year during Base-
diagonal cut across the Newfoundland line. An indication of the subsurface
Ridge and partially over the Newfound- structure of this secondary feature may

land Seamounts. Two runs were made two be seen In the southern portion of the

weeks apart. Analysis of XBT data ob- 28-31 July cross section. Unfortunately,
taIned from the first run, made 28-31 time constraints prevented any aircraft
July (Fig. 18) differs very little from investigation of this feature.

the second run made two weeks later, I-
14 August. Analyses of aircraft PRT and 7. Discussion
XBT data collected along the same track-
lines at the same times produced essen- The cold water extrusion over the New-
tiaily the same results as the ship foundland Ridge lies in the region where

data. Worthington places his "permanent low-
pressure trough" and, indeed, a low-

Only one satellite image received during pressure trough is seen in the vertical

the July-August New Look survey was suf- cross sections of a number of past surl,
ficiently low in atmospheric moisture to veys (Worthington, 1962; Mann, 1967;

allow the ocean thermal gradients to be Relninger and Clarke, 1975; and Clarke
seen in the study region. This image, et al., 1980). During Baseline, the XBTs

plus the aircraft and ship data, shows along Line C in Figure 12 were delib-
that the Newfoundland Ridge and the New- erately dropped along a track near where
foundland Seamounts features were defi- a line of XBTs were dropped from R/V

nitely present during the summer months. HUDSON 18 May 1972 (Reininger and
An examination of the data indicates Clarke, 1975). The cross sectional anal-

that the Newfoundland Seamount feature ysis of the data from these HUDSON XBTs

was fully extended, whereas the New- shown in Figure 19 exhibits essentially
foundland Ridge feature seems to be the same structure as the analysis of
withdrawn almost as far to the northwest LYNCH XBT data in Line C.
as the eastern ridge feature in May.

These analyses, as well as other analy-
The infrared image also shows a cold ses of XBT data showing similar thermal
feature, partially hidden by clouds, structures over the Newfoundland Ridge,
southwest of the ridge feature. From give an initial impression that a low-
this general location, it may be infer- pressure trough may indeed be a perma-
red that this cold feature is similar to nent feature. However, one wonders how

Figure 14. Movement of satellite drifter buoys within the Grand Banks Experiment
area during Baseline (Richardson, unpublished data, 1980). The western drifter
buoy was released by the USCGC EVERGREEN on 13 April; the eastern buoy was
released by the USNS LYNCH on 22 June. The dots represent positions at time
intervals of approximately twice a day (1200 and 2400 GMT). The 17/18 June PRT
analysis is superposed on the draft chart to give perspective to the position of the
thermal gradients during a portion of the buoy's movement. NOAA-5 infrared image
for 23 June is presented to show the current features in which the drifter buoys were
entrained. The newly formed eddy is visible in the image. Note that the image is
not the same projection as the drift chart.
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Figur-e 15. TIROS N infrared imageu for 15 V\'ay 19)9 showing thrm t\tvi or> t

the New foundland Ridge and the New focindland Seamouri,11tt).- TIR~OS d atal LJIIik
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Figure 18. TIROS-N infrared image for 28 July 1979 and vertical analyses in C of
data from ship 75S0 m XBTs dropped in July 1979. The track of the USNS LYNCH is
superposed on the figure to show the relationship of the cross section to the infra-
red image. In the XBT analysis, the depth scale for the first 100 m is expanded to
show the details of this depth interval.
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Figure 19. Vertical analysis in 0C of R/V HUDSON XBT data for 18 May 1972 (after
Reininger and Clarke, 1975). This section is essentially geographically coincident to
line C of Figure 12. A comparison of the two cross sections will show them to be
grossly the same with the exception of the thermal rise toward the developing eddy
in the southern portion of the Baseline section.
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the vertical structkire would have looked Although a cold water feature associated
had the LYNCii XBTs been dropped along with the Newwfound land Ridge normally
Line C on 12 June 1478 when the feature exists in soute stage of extrusion, its
was slightly more northwest. Would any actual position over the ridge varies
evidence of a low-pressure trough have and, as examination of these data shows,
been present? In fact, XBTs dropped the feature can often be bifurcated
along the Line C track during the New rather than singular. Clarke et al.
Look surveys of May and July/August 1979 (1980) noticed a similar location dis-
would not have revealed a low pressure parity when comparing their data analy-
trough. To even further emphasize the sis on the low-pressure trough to that
p-)Lnt, if XBTs had been dropped along of Mann (1967). Examination of the five
the same track as Line B of Figure 12 years of satellite imagery shows that
during the July/August survey, analysis the main feature wandered in location
would not have shown a cold feature. between the extreme eastern position

shown in Baseline and a point only
If, instead of a "permanent low-pressure slightly west of the May 1979 location.
trough," an intermittent one is consid- This extreme variation appears to occur
ered, one that is constantly expanding when the feature exhibits bifurcation.
in the form of extrusions and eddies,
then the seening inconsistency of the The cold extrusions over the Newfound-
features being present on one occasion land Seamounts, on the other hand, are
and not on another would be resolved, found to be always singular in occur-
The analyses of the five years of satel- rence and to lie directly over their
lite data and those of the Grand Banks bathymetric counterpart (Fig. 20). Th
Fxperiment ;urveys definitely show that fact that gross fits of this nature are
an extensive cold-water feature, inter- a consistent feature of the water over
iittently extending from the Labrador the Seamounts indicates that the slope
Front, is normally formed over the New- of the bottom has a strong control on
foundlind Ridge. the surface thermal pattern.

It is interesting to note that only 8. Conclusions
rarely were eddies found in the histori-

i l satellite imagery that were not con- The analyses of Grand Banks Experiment
,'cted to the Labrador Front by thin aircraft and ship data show that three
Slaments of cold water. During the sur- dynamic frontal structures projected
vey phases, filaments were found con- from the Labrador Front during 1978 and
netting the front with the cold feature 1979: two extensions of cold water gen-
at 49'30'W (during Baseline) and the erally over the Newfoundland Ridge and a
feature over the Newfoundland Seamount third directly over the Newfoundland
(during New Look). Both of these fila- Seamounts.
nents extended below 300 m, with the
f ila,:ent at 49'30'W extending deeper A study of satellite imagery for a five-
than 800 in. Thus, the eddies found by year period, which includes these sur-
>ounta in and Shuhy (1980) were probably veys, shows that the cold frontal fea-
,t il l connected to the Labrador Front by tures are always present in some phaso
thin cold water filaments, although the of extrusion. Their persistence through-
filamernts may not have been observed out the year, their extension as deep ;s
because of station spacing. If this is 1500 in, and their close alignmnent with
tcue, then such -i Filamen t ,otuld block bathymetric features deeper than 4000 m,
t he novemen t of Gu I f Stream water i nd Icate that t hey are not in I nor
di rec tly Ac ross the Ridge between the features caused by the local wind st ress
eddles and the Labrador Front. on the surface layer, but are major

oceanographic features related to the
circulation of the entire water column.
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Finally, a comparison of the Baseline imagery could be confidently used to
and New Look ship and aircraft data monitor the movement of these major
analyses with simultaneously collected frontal features during those times when
satellite data shows that the distribu- ship and aircraft data are not avail-
tion of thermal gradients in the two able. This conclusion is basic to the
data sets agree. It may be concluded, hindcast study of SEASAT-A SAR imagery
therefore, that in this area satellite in Part V.
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Figure 21. Infrared satellite image for 16 May 1979 superposed with the laser flight
patterns for 17 May 1979.



Part Ill. The New Look Frontal Surveys
of 16 and 17 May 1979

1. Introduction oce-anograph io changes occurred. On 15
May, the satelI i te imagery showed the

The analyses discussed in Part IT estab- weather over the Ridge feature was clear
llshed that major cold trontal features and indicated conditions would remain
are constantly being extruded from the clear For several days. The inagery also
Labrador Front andt that under cloud-free showed that surface thermal pat terns
conditions, satellite infrared imagery over the Ridge feature had not Jrasti-
can reliably define these features. This cally changed during the one-week delay.
portion of the report will use New Look Based on this information, the cross
data from the 16-17 May 1979 aircraft sectional surveys were conducted 16-17
surveys to take a closer look at the May.
cold features lying over the Newfound-
land Ridge. Its main purpose is to show Only one TIROS-N pass is available for
that surface roughness within the cold computer registration for the tw)-dav
features is different from surface surveys. This is the 0630Z pass 16 May
roughness of the surround ing warmer shown in Figure 21. The main line of the
waters. An effort will also he made to two-day survey was made along the li;ie
identify the processes that created cutting across the cold feature in the
these roughness variations. figure.

The flight patterns needed to make the On both days, the Navy P-3 aircraft
16-17 May surveys were quite complex. A dropped sonobuoys with approximately 9
description of the 16 May flight as km spacing at 15 positions across the
detailed in La Violette (1981a) may be front (Fig. 22). The sonobuoys at each
used as an example of how the flights drop point had their hydrophones set for
were conducted, a depth of 18 m. The purpose of the

drops was to give a close approxim.ation2. The Frontal Surveys of the speed and direction of the cur-

rents across the Ridge feature by inas-
Once the physical boundaries of the New- uring the drifts of the various buoys.
foundland Ridge extrusions were estab- On 16 May, 2 hrs 20 min after the init-
lished by the broad area surveys of 9-10 tal drops, the line was refiown aad the
May (Fig. 16), two intensive aircraft drift position of the buoys established
surveys were planned For a 150 km cut by the aircraft's inertial navigation1
across the tongue of cold water. These system (INS). The current information
surveys were designed to show a synoptic derived from this tracking is shown in
view of the atmosphere and the ocean Figure 22.
along the cut at the time of the
flights. On 17 May, the eastern front was found

to be displaced 30 km southwest of the
Because of the nature of the data being 16 May position. Since the western front
collected, the two surveys required a did not move, the net result 'was a aar-
cloud-free sky and, preferably, differ- rower feature (the reason for this nar-
rent wind conditions. Clear-sky condi- rowing will be covered in the discus-
lions (lid not occur until 15 May. During sion). The spacing of the drops was
the delay, TIROS-N and GOES imagery were shortened accordingly and the sonobuoys
continuously monitored to provide weath- released. After a time Interval the line
er Information and to see if any major was reflown in a manor simi lar to the
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Figure 22. Current speeds and directions derived from 16 and 17 May 1979 sonobuoy
data. The tracks for the drop positions correspond to the tracks taken for the data
shown in Figures 23 and 24. The drop positions of the dye markers shown between
positions 2 and 5 of 16 May are presented in greater detail in Figure 23.
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1hi '-lay flight. UntfortooatelIv, t he I i i §i tar~ oulI! io.- te 1) . trr ia. TI) t.
t Lii pos t-survey aiiIv s Is s howed t hi t t 1n'- idt: iLe oft h'- I i :I,,r .,i t w Ih t hc-
t he d r ift ra te s de riv ed rr )mi thIi s daL ti te wrmnalI front was.;!Iod bk. th<->fa
were obviously erroneous. Recal .01 it ions i c -r cw )f thle a i r,, - f t h' v achr-
of t he nav ig at ion da ta indlicait ed th)a t is-t C sh1 a r ch a ic i tK-i riK
the Ii tial sonobuoy drop pos it ions wer, trace
Ini error. Fo rtunatel1y, i third trackinig
ruin had been made. Thle drift pus1 t ions 4lthoughl a 1linear feait u rek d e f n i p4 thri
o f thte sonobuoys along this th ir I run westerni front wa s v I sbo i Ma1,c1 !, n:
appear to be accurate, and it Is the overall sea state -hang, a: r ois thle
d rIf t da ta f rom this tht rd track corn- f ront was io t as obvious,;. iowtevtr , the
pared to the sonobuoy pos ititon s along aircraft ie teo rolIog Ic al radair 11 splav.
the second track that were used to cal- showed -iarked changes in th, se.a ,I at tsr
culate the current da ta presented in that coincided with the location if thle
Figure 22. thermal front. In the display, a reg ion

of greater clutter wa is shiown on thie
A problem with usi ig the third track warner side of the front thlan on the
positions to calculate drift times9 colder side. Tt i s importa it to na.te
rather than initial d ro p positions tis that duriilog thle 9aseline and New Lo
that the times are minimal for the de- flights, the ocean theroal f ronIts er
s Ir ed results. Also , because thle air- almost always visi.)ie a-s -,harp :ci.-iies
craft flew a reverse coorse onl the third tn the sea clotte r on the airraf ntk-
tracking run, the drift t ime for each orologicaL radar. )ci n a i:ih-ter of
sonobuoy varies (on 16 May, the drift occasions, instrument drips were n-i,!e on,
rite oif each buoy was essential ly ti e these fronts based on ;osi clttt-r var i-
same) . The varitat ion Is I Inea r a nd itionis onl the radar displayiv
ranges from 1 hr 2 miin at soriobuoy 15 to
2 hirs 7 min it soniobuoy 1. Despite these Environmental daita mieas ured AlIong, the),
problems, the currenit s;peed and direc- cross-sectional tracks are staicked i i
tions derived from the 17 May sonobuoy the sam.ie horizontail scale iii Firgure 24
tracking appear to he ,Itilar to those (16 May) and Figure 25 (17 MIav). ThLere
made from 16 May d;itai, and reinforces -are twot~ caeis nrneo ii,, ~1 1 -

thle belief that the 17 M1ay tracking datnl C ese figur es. The, i r st is; that thet
are representative of the cur renit cond 1- .tv X8Ts wore not .1 oppied a iloii t h. -cir
t tons,. track is other "ily cneI~ I ia tI, blit

W er " a "t nl v d :Jro ped ilong ai pairal ',,,
As part of the 16 May sonohun y drops,, lin 50) km to tit he so it wast1 t hi
six dye narkers were dropped between noted in Fig . 7Tie crs e--ois
sonohuoys 3 and 5, wit hi the thirdk dyve presented in thelt, i- o1l a :s an1 ladi-
marker and sonobuoy 4 being dropped to- ct~in of vertic il ior -aI. co iit ionsl,,.
gethle r exac tly on thlt the rins b oridor of The s;e con d po i itt r em in,- r is t haii
t he we s t C r n front . The dio t nine; sal o! lli i~t I oil1 11:, es o)f 4-5 km :ia v
Figuore 23 ; Iho win thle Ir dr ift pous! t ions e- c-i q hetwofii tIe j)),;I , tin of a-
after I hr lV) ami . along th!e s;t-mid ir I t Cac k i ne. Thlis er-

ror , c rea te hv recessional, : a ve Ti t
Althoii-h not discerible In the nadir- wt nteairii SasnlyibI
orienteol pho togr aph s, t tie fr )nt , I vin dn,, (il t ) tilt -in 11. k ir- II SetV erek Lo1cus1 t ic
alm tost r.,actly onl dye% ;xrker 3 .ini it i i i-cr if! -nl o ',)I led thOe ne-ossairv
right angles; to the- plane's fl i-lit , wi--- , t~

platinly isihie froin the i irrift ,i
def In I to I near fo ittro fi I het w-it - i*ril- wi n] iit i for 17 May i' t il I
The demare t Inn -nay ha-ve, ben c itd . il t ides ( 75 t htin-h 30i09 in) over thIe.
or,,ain Ic na tePr ialI ckl en t~- ioi 1) SE'\- I')i -o, s t io n t r k~i aidl t,)r 2 50 m fi)r
genr-ie alon iit lie f ro)nt 11 thwe vr, t r ' , tI), r, - t thCe irk, I ire( shnwni Ii Fk ir,
a tirc ra ft the ac ti1;1l rea ;ii r toI,
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Figure 23. Photographic mosiac of the drift positions of the dye markers dropped on
16 May. The time between the dropping of the dyes and the photographs was one
hour and ten minutes. At the time of the drop the winds were from the east at
5 m/sec. The relationship of the dye drop positions to those of the sonobuoys is
shown in Figure 21.
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On 17 May, tie aircraft flew a laser ia" instead be quite sharp, with z o;1es

profilometer at 250 m altitude in two ot fairly , nifon velocities lying
star patterns: )ne over the western betwetn the reg ions of sharp change . No
ftr,)nt and the other over the eastern other mneasurements of shear were taken,
front (Fig. 21). The laser data from although sharp thermal frontal patternb

these star patterns, as well is from in the satellite infrared Imagery stig-

transe c-t lines, quintify the vari.,tions gest that shear zones prhably exIst .

ini sLrfa,:e r.tnghnie ss Ins id and .out s iJ, wit hi: the Ridge fett re

nIe cold water feature.
ixa:nn<it ion i t satellite ni-d air, raft

3. Discussion .i,,..t frw 1.,- -a'.., is wt. I I i r t he
rest ,)f tto, k Mav, lOW(

,  TIt.', ild

To simpl~i-v dis.-ussion, this s<cti )n is Ly ,t str. .s, f-in, t t," that the R i.

divided into three parts: (a) 'urrents /,ea t ire wen,,Cren..t lit ,r e
and fr)ntal .nove :elt , ( ) sirt ie w ts en t iring I,, I 'Ir1 r d. ptn

and sea stress, and (c) sea state. T ,- 'orlp Arison, t . pe.i .. rs' !.I ti

0,nciusin s.cion II, coalesce . th1at ti- :i(1e 10 cIre, .t r I,

rindings .)f thes. sih ectio s. esel t- tlnv stal I positi, lt t ,

start ift , t, -se I n, ;rveyv s udde-',v

A. Currents and Frontal Movement hbgan extroding to the southtast It i
ripid rite ( 140 km In 7 days) ..' at.i fr )1.

Analvses of the 16-i7 M iv sorTiobtiov d i i the B.tseline satellite-driftr buO' re-

'Fig. 2) show that the cold water move! leasd on 22 June indic-Ire cur!'-nt

it i --peed ft 50-') cm.'sec In th alct -peetl In excess o'- lon -0 c sec wetre pre-
areas nlear tie fronts i : slo Iow,, i sent in the cool w-ter inside tie east -

frill position in the center. These Lit i, er.' front. It is posslble that the, ra-id

w ell is .ieasire ne:t of oIl witor extro tIon a fter '.7 ne miht }-.'e -:-

:o 'en ill tle ;1tellite inagerv, ii- du ed these spteeds; ind that t l- : t,

,diite t;htat Oft, ,old water currets were ) cm'sec found ,ari-mg New L,,k ar, te
n )viiog4 ar.kun,i the Ridge feature cointer- irreint poeds thiit -n I 1 t be n a. ,v

Wt kft . Ti, CLr reoits; il tle w irn ex i,,,'t ed wth en1 t ,- 1 1-iti'- IS Lo "t I

w itor 1no .ed approxi;i tely 3 u:1 fa-t er ,\xt rkidei.

1,1n the , d water ald fo 1 owed .i

-i i ilir 'our1ter-clIock wise path i ro i.d 1: .ifni i n ,t t :v' .'i jr

p r ipht, - v of tie teoatuire. Tht cLit il ite I-n, erv show' ' i I ir i.,st in-

rent' in tht. warner water of the wctc ii 'es i i t er7ni t tent -t t I , nl,; il . Thtes.'

r, ut i ;, - ik,il ly :noved aster thian th l . I t,,r in i, . t o t the s;tr t, at wii',

t lek e;istertn front (>100 cm/sec m tie front i ext ruled v ir tes onsider-

II. to >5(t c-i/sec) I ')lv, som t imes T1 W ig. il 1 ' u; rt , w1i'L il

It ot her tines Inov .' 1 ext remele lowl .

The p!to tographic mosaic of the dyes
Jrpped o. 16 May (Fig. 23) show a sfial- In tddi t ion ti tt, short-term ;onoiov

ler ,ri ft of the dyes on the cold side Ti ,-sirements, sitel1ite imagery show
it tie western front is onipatred w ith that frontal shear waves were ;1ct Iv'e ui

tie warn side. Wi thoit the rnoa.ic to hoth the wstern and eaiste rni fronts.

exa ine, ill anal ys is of the so nohol y These !noved at ph,ste Sneeds ouf ap proxi-

dita Ill Figure 23 wold i;llt,'It, a t- matl 71Hk em/sec , a period of apmproxi-

nal change in curre,it sped as the air- ,n.tely 0.83 days nd i wavelength of 50

raft approachedi the ,,nter 0f t ie kin . Moverre it turingi a 12-hour period is

frontal structure. However , the mosaic marked by the arrows I n t tie Iunaegs in
siggests that the aparent gradual Figure 21. A comparison of the speed of

change i curreat velocity tnay he a re- the frontal waves with the speed of t he

-,,t of tie c on par t I ve I y wide spc I ri currents shows tie waves were 'nov Ing at

of the sonrobuoy;, and thit the changes close to L tie speed of the cold water
currents. The imagery show that rapid
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movement within the Ridge feature was LYNCH during the Baseline survey of the

also measurable. Tracking the displace- previous year, wind speed was reported

ment of several cold water features to increase on 11 occasions when going

within the feature over several days from the cold to the warm water. The

shows they averaged 70 cm/sec. These mean increase of these 11 crossings was

displacements are similar to velocities 34%. Oil the remaining occasions, the

measured during the short-term sonobuoy winds were the same across the front. On

tracking. no occasion was the reverse noticed.

Winds were generally 2-8 m/sec and wave
Aircraft XBTs taken on 16-17 May (Figs. conditions were low. (The Baseline mete-

24 and 25) show the vertical profile of orological data collected by the LYNCH

the front to be extremely steep, i.e., are presented in detail in Part IV.)
with essentially no thermocline. This

lack of thermocline plus the regularity Without the ships, the main source of

of the shear waves would seem to indi- wind data during the New Look (May) sur-

cate two possibilities: one is that wave vevs was the aircraft INS. These data

movement along tie front was causing indicated that, at the altitude the air-

lateral northeast/southwest displacement craft was flying, there were no marked

of the cold frontal edge; the second, changes Li horizontal wind speed or

and more likely, is that water was being direction (Figs. 25 and 26). There were,

transported in a southtst direction however, sharp differences in atmospher-

along the front in geostrophic balance ic turbulence (as defined by INS verti-

with the pressure field across the front cal accelerometer data) as the aircraft

and was, therefore, an integral part of crossed both the western and eastern

the current system. fronts. On 17 May at an altitude of 250

m, the change in atmospheric turbulence
The sonobuoy data did not show varia- was displaced 12 km from the surface

tions in direction that could be attrib- location of the western thermal boundary

uted to sinusoidal vector components of (as marked by a 4°C jog in the PRT

the frontal waves. The satellite and trace). It may be surmised that the

aircraft data, however, do show that a reason for this displacement is the 10

narrower portion of the Ridge feature to 15 m/sec winds from the southeast.

was transected 17 May than 16 May. It What is difficult to determine is wheth-

may be surmised from this information er the atmospheric front extended verti-

that the trough of an eastern frontal cally down to the sur face or angled down

wave had moved into the transect area. in an eastward direction toward the sur-

Although no satellite data are currently face location of the ocean front.

available for 17 May, an examination of
the wave movement seen in the previous An examination of the difference in

day's imagery may be used to show which horizontal air temperatures for 16 May
trough may have been responsible for the at various altitudes also shows the

narrowing of the transect area. This is stability of the air column across the

probably the trough between the two feature (Fig. 24). Un fortunatoly, the

southernmost arrows on the eastern front INS vertical accelerometer recorder was

in Figure 27 and just south of the inoperative oil 16 May whlen air tempera-

eastern lasar star in Figure 21. ture data was available. Perversely,

when the INS vertical accelerometer was

B. Surface Winds and Wind Stress operative on 17 May, no air temperature
data Is available, thus the two datai

As stated in the introduction to Part 1, sets are not directly comparablp. How-
the speed and direction of local surface ever, the air temperature for 75 m in-

winds in the regions of an ocean front dicates that a westward displacement of
can be highly variable due to variations the atmospheric front occurred on 16 May

In the marine boundary layer. During the similar in extent to thit shown bv the
16 crossings of the front made by the INS data for 17 May. In addition, air
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temperature data show the air over thc t1eUS cmditi ens had )fn the sea st-tt-
entire western half of the cold water are detailed i;: the next subsection.
feature to be cooler than the air over
the eastern section. The data show that C. Sea State
a maximum change of 1.2°C occurred over
the western frontal area while the The co 1 lect ion of detailed, synoptic
change over the eastern frontal arei was wave datl was 9i Lo the suCC !s o!
0.3*C. Examination of the satellite in- the stud,,. The praper ;method of collect-
frared image for 16 May (Fig. 21) shows iag such dat posed a difficult problem.

that within the cold water feature, the During Baseline, a waverider buoy was
water is cooler in the western portion relearned from the I.YNCH -in i wave spectra
than in the eastern portion, collected ac ros; the feat u e (These

data are discussed in P:art IV.) .efor-
While not conclusive, data from the INS tunately, the spectra from this single
vertical accelerometer and the 250 m air source do no)t jive directionality. Dur-
temperatures indicate that atmospheric ing New L)ok (>lay) an aircraft laser
turbulence in the region of the western profilometer was included, in addition
oceanic front was less than over the to the waverider buoy, as part of the
eastern oceanic front. Also, the gener- wave spectra collection instrumentlition.
ally cooler air over the western half of Wheni the New Look (May) research vessels
tite cold water fe.ture indicated that were forced to withdraw from the survey,
more stable atmospheric conditions were the laser profilorneter became the prin-
present in that region than in the east- cipal data ;our-,, of lua-tittlve av,
ern region of the feature. information.

The INS wind data indicate that while Laser profilonoters have been used for
some modifications of wind speed and wave ;tudies by others (e.g., Ross et
direction may have been taking place al., 1970; Schul, et -il., 1971; ani Li
across the front at the surface, the and Ross, 1980). In most of these stud-
winds at the various altitudes of the ies, the wave fields were dominated by
aircraft (75 to 300b m) were generally either swelI or wind waves, and a single
constant, couqi ng from the east at 5 fliight track in an appropriate directinn
M/sec on 16 May and increasing to great- was believed to be al 1 that was needed.
er than 10 a/sec from tie southeast on However, in the region of an ocean front
17 May. These winds seem reasonable when where waves anid swells are observed t
compared with surface weather charts of change direction and where several wav
the area for 16-17 May. On 1 May, an 4ets cai coexis , a single flight track
atmospheric high was extended well over I ino provides insuf r ic ient information
the area with gentle to moderate east to for a oompetent wave study. In the studv
southeasterly winds prevailing. On 17 of these types of seas, a flight pln
May, the high retreated to the northeast should be designed to handle not only
and the increased gradient flow caused a multiple component seas but also wave
grad ual Increase in wind speeds and a refraction.s due to current rgradients. A
shift to southeasterly winds, flight plan with these objectives was

developed and used in the present study.
The effect of these neteorological
conditions on both days was to have a The flight plan consisted of flying tie
wind regime which reinforced the current lask - profilometor in a star pattern
on the eastern front and blew against over both tie eastern and wstern sides
the flow on the western front. Conver- of the cold extrusion (Figs. 21 and 27).
sely, atmospheric turhulence was less The significant wave height and tile
over the cooler water of the western skewness values that resulted from the
portion of the cold-water feature than laser profi I ometer data along eich
over the eastern portion. The effects flight track are given in Figure 28. In
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Figure 27. Infrared satellite image showing frontal wave movement for a twelve hour-
period between 15 and 16 May 1979
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Figure 28. Significant wave heights and skewness coefficients for 17 May 1979 derived
from laser profilometer data (after McClain, et al., 1982).
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Table B. Summary of wave systems data (after McClain et al., 1982)

Wind Waves Swell
Pattern Length DirectIon Length Direction INS WTna

(meters) (degrees) (meters) (degrees) (Hdq/Spd)

*/ m/sec

Eastern Star 160 291 205 244 265/8.5
(Warm S11e)

Eastern Star 135 281 188 232 265/10
(Cold Side)

Western Star 157 270 180 208 259/12.5
(Cold Side)

Western Star I11 255 205 232 263/12.5
(Warm Side)

order to have a tightly grouped track seas were higher in the area of the

for determining the direction of the western star than the eastern star and

wave propagation only the spectra from that the local HI/ 3 minimum of 1.90 m

the sections near the front are used. occurs just prior to the eastern star
These sections are indicated by heavier (unfortunately, the sonobuoy (9) dropped

lines in the wave height portion of the at this point failed, and no correspond-
figure. McClain et al. (1982) devised a ing current field can be compared to the
simple graphic method to process the 1.90 m minimum). Given the essentially
data. Table B, above, shows the results constant wind speed and direction, the
of the McClain et al., analysis. wind waves should be fully developed

across the feature. If this is true,

Based on these results, McClain et al. then changes in sea state must be the
(1982) show that a general trend of wave result of the interaction of the cur-
variation can be detected. The data from rent and an opposing or reinforcing

one track which went across the entire wind. This effect is most marked in the
cold feature (Fig. 29) show that the area over the western front where the

Western E astern
Thermal Front Thermal Front

00®8
1.0-2.5612.96 2.92F.1 23-221.2 I-.1--.5 19- 20

Warm Water I i Cold Water Extrusion 4 Warm Water

@) Sonobuoy Numbers

4 2.12--j I  Significant Wve heght

Figure 29. Significant wave heights in relation to sonobuoy positions along the
cross section on 17 May 1979 (after McClain et al., 1982).
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wind opposed the current and thti highst flights across the ocew l fr ntal h~u:d
H1/3 wai found. In the center of the aries. McClaill et al . suggest h it wo
cold feature where currents were miliii- possibilities may bt, IIva ced t ) I,
mal, the lowest 11 / 3 were found, In the changes in Sv, a stte Lit wetr h
t he eastern front area where the winds srved across t
and currents reIntorced one another,

/3,, again Increased; but not to aS First, it mu " , re) , t
great ai esteat as over thc western 1 nitk vat-u Is :Ii I i r ru l f t
fcont, motion were d )vtea i t s

acceIero:net Lr 1 1 t ' ,,
An e'<amination of the significant wave fronts (Figs. 2') -2)f , ro iit , i, -
height data a' ag each flight track In be Inferred t ha't the v-urLt ion i,
the eastern star shows that no dramatic tirbulence i] th, ir-se bou iduv I -
change took place in the significant may have been the chief case fr the
wave height as tie aircraft flew over changes in sea, stiLe.
the front. The si tation in the westero
star, however, was quite different, as a There are, h,,wever, quan titatf v, dt.
marked increase in significant wave that presentt problems with this e.plano-
height across the frontal boundary can tion. Theory states that as wave e:nt rg,'
be seen. McClain et al. found that the grows, the wavelength associated with it
mean skewness values determined for both should increase, or at least should not
the warm and the cold side of the star decrease. But the summary in Table B
patterns (leg 5 excluded) indicate that shows that the wavelength decreased from
the skewness was roughly 40% higher in 157 m to III m across the frontal bound-
the warm water region. ary. This discrepancy makes the second

possibility, the effect of current-wave
To illustrate the sea state change interaction seem to be more acceptable.
across the front, the apparent wave-
number spectra along flight track 7 are McClain et al. tabulated tie surface
shown in Figure 30. (The word apparent currents for 17 May (Table C) into
is stressed here since the spectra are along-front and cross-front components
those collected along flight track 7 and with positive u In the down-stream di-
do not represent lines orthogonal to the rection and positive v to the right of
waves or swell.) As expected, all u. Generally the u-component dominates
spectra show two prominent peaks at and the flow I, essentially a shear cur-
approximately the same location. Also, rent similar to that used by Longuet-
the lower of the apparent wavenumber liggins and Stewart (1960). McClain et
peaks (hence, the longer wavelength) al. shows that since the values of k and
represents the wind waves and the higher R (the angle between the wave ray and
wavenumber peaks represents swell due to the across-front axis) are measured di-
the angle of encounter with the two wave rectly on each side of the front, a com-
trains. Along the track, the swell con- parison between theory and measurement
ponent ranges in peak value from 6 to ii Is possible. They state that the expres-
radians/m, but shows no systematic sions given by theory that can be most
change. On the other hand, the wind wave easily tested are for changes in energy,
component is very stable until the front E, and wave number k. So that:
Is crossed. Once in the warm water, the
peak value goes to 1.5 times the preced- L Sil ((01)
Ing value. Visual observations, on both .. ..... (3.1)

16-17 May, of increasing frequency of ,
whitecapping in the warm water also sup- and

port these changes. However, at the al-
titude of 250 m, no significant change k, sin(1
In the mean horizontal wind speed or di- k n )(3.2)
rection was recorded by aircraft INS in
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Figure 30. Variations of wavenumber spectra for laser profilometer tracks over the
cross section on 17 May 1979 (after McClain, et al., 1982).

where the subscripts, I and 2, represent 1.41 from the graphic method of wave-
initial and final values, respectively, length determination. In the theoretical

result, equation 3.2 is a consequence of
In this case, for the wind waves at the the irrotationality assumption coupled
western front , 01-48' and (02=33', with the constraint that all variables
which result in E2 /El1 .O9 as corn- are independent of the along-front coor-
pared to 1.5 seen in track 7. From Equa- dinate. The latter condition seems
tion 3.2, k21kl 1 .36 as compared to reasonable since the currents are fairly
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Table C. Decomposition of current components (after McClain et al., 1982)

Head I rg Along-Front ' ross-Front

Sonobuoy #1 V(m/s) (N) 3' u

1 1.57 132 0 1.57
2 1.44 132 0 1.44
3 .83 143 -11 .91 -.18 Western
4 1.09 123 9 1.08 .17 Front

5 .73 107 25 .66 .31
6 .54 116 16 .52 .15
7 .09 SE - - -

8 .30 75 - -

10 .73 19 8 .72 .10

11 .80 3 -8 .79 -. Eastern
12 1.07 0 -11 1.05 -.20 Front
14 .55 25 +14 .53 .13
15 1.46 10 -1 1.46 0

9' Is the angle between tne current vector and the front.

unidirectional, the distance across the current direction. The refraction across

front is fairly small and 3.2 is approx- the front was to the south (-12'). How-
imately satisfied. However, since con- ever, solving both 3.2 and 3.3 for 02

siderable wave breaking was occurring results in very small predicted changes

and the boundary layer did change, one in direction. Using 3.1, no change in

would not expect equation 3.3 to be the wind wave height is predicted. The

valid for the wind wave field. swell offers a better comparison since

it is traveling at a respectable angle
McClain et al. used the mean current to the current. Here E1=57 ° and 02=

velocity of stations I and 2 and applied 490 as ineasured. Application of equation

the expression 3.2 to each side results in sin(0/\ )

equaling 0.00409 on the east and 0.00401

P -i i 11W IV .- s inli (3.3) on the west. Using equation 3.3 with
2 01=57' and v 2 =0.92 m/s (the mean of

sonobuoys 11 and 12), 02=50' is in
where C=(/k1)1/2 , \1i=1 57 m, 01i=480and excellent agreement with the measured
v 2 =1.5 m/sec. The piedicted change in value of 49'. Thus, this last situation

direction should be 8, but in this case offers the best data/theory match.

15' is observed. If equation 3.3 is

applied to the swell, the result implies McClain et al. also show that the change

that the swell should not respond since in significant wave height can be con-

91 is only 140. However, the measured puted by taking the square root of equa-
value of 02 is -100 indicating a 24' tion 3.1 and using 01=57' and 82=

refraction into the current which is un- 49', a value of 0.96 is obtained for the

likely and renders equation 3.2 unusa- swell. Using the H1/3 values corre-

ble. The disagreement is probably due to sponding to the segments used in deter-

uncertainty in the graphic method em- mining the 19's, the ratio of the meai

ployed by McClain et al. in finding 01 values from each subpattern is also

and f2 for the swell in this instance. 0.96. This indicates that the change in

Actually, the value of swell propagation sea state on the eastern side was proba-

direction into the front, Qi, appears bly due to a small modification of the

low compared to the other three values, swell by the current.

McClain et al. apply a similar procedure 4. Conclusions
to the wave components over the eastern

front where the wind waves were propa- Analyses of the data derived from the

gating nearly perpendicular to the sonobuoys across the cold feature show a
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current field that decreases from the current shear away from the zone of the
western and eastern front to a null frontal waves.
point slightly east of the center of the

structure. Dye narkers dropped across Examination of the INS vertical acceler-
the western front indicate that immedl- oneter data for 17 May indicate that at
ately at the front, a large horizontal the 250 m altitude, the atmospheric tur-

shear existed with a 74 cm/sec current bulence front was slightly displaced
on the warm side existing less than 1500 from the ocean front. Ithough the dis-
,n from water moving at 34 cm/sec on the placement was most likely caused by the

cold side. No other measurements of s-)utheasterly winds, I t is not known
shear were taken although patterns in whether the displacement extended ver-
the PRT analysis and satellite infrarel tically to the surface or angled to the
imagery indicate that shear zones proba- ocean fronts. Air temperature data for

bly existed at the eastern front and in 16 May present a similar displacement

several areas within the cold feature. occurring on this date at 50 m altitude.
Visual observations showed a several

A study of the satellite data show that kilometer wide zone of increased surface

frontal shear waves were moving along roughness on 17 May and a well-defined

both sides of the cold feature at a narrow (i.e., several meters) line 16

period of approximately 18 hours. The May. Whitecaps appeared in the warmer

study indicates that the movement of water on both days.

these waves through the current field

should have induced a sinusoidal modula- In summary, the analyses of data from
tion to the velocity vectors of the cur- intensive aircraft surveys 16-17 May
rent. However, since the sonobuoy data 1979 indicate that well-defined regions
presented no such vector orientation, it of ocean surface roughness existed in

is inferred that the data were collected the study area, that these roughness re-

for too short a period to measure these gions delineated the frontal boundaries

effects. of the cold feature and, in general,
could be used to define the feature.

Wind speed and direction derived from

aircraft INS show little variation In addition, studies of the data indi-

across the feature (at least at the al- cate that while some roughness induced
titude of the aircraft). The gradual by air/sea thermal instability was pres-

increase in wind speed that was found to ent, the major cause of the measured

the southwest is what may be expected variations in ocean roughness seemed to
from the gradient flow associated with be the interaction of the wave field

the atmospheric high shown in the re- with the current.
gional meteorological analysis. Those
variations in wind speed seem small in It should be noted that the suite of
comparison with the wave height varia- instruments used in the two-day survey

tions found by the laser data at the

western front and seem to be more align- were incapable of measuring short period
ed to variations in the current (al- gravity waves. They were designed to

measure larger scale ocean roughness
though the change in wave direction does such as long period gravity waves, cur-

follow the change in wind direction). rent shear boundaries and thermal bound-
For example, the position of minimum aries. As described, the instruments did

roughness in the central portion of the

cold feature matches the region of di- srt er wes Hatere tecte
shorter period waves that are detected

minished currents. Also the roughness of by the synthetic- and real-aperture
the western frontal area, unaccountably radars. The following portions of the

diminishes southwest of the front. The11study will show how these larger scale
aircraft winds for that region show no phenomena control the orientation of

change and the difference may be due to these short period waves and their
the diminishing of the effects of detection by SAR and SLAR.
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Table D. Characteristics of the NASA Lewis Research Center U.S. Coast
Guard Side Looking Airborne Radar

e Mothooa AN/AP%-y4D, - Real ApertuJre

* -OJ,3ncv: K-Ba'i1, Tunatle - 9~: 10-9,, 4?

* P~isOl~dt'n: 2', NS

* Pulse rr~tif~eqje- ,y: 5ie-sec, 3 r rin -a!

* Do I a IzaTIon : H-H

e A,*enna -enq 'l, 5. 5m

*3D8 Antenna FBeamojii": .45DEL5 7.81' .jRA'

* aneRecsn)jt i.n: 30M.

*A o plI q Swa t s : 25, 5,, IX wt) offset in

bo'") 5 ires o' aircraft

I fmaqe 3,jups: -Zea& tine lj re5.il )o,- ~ e - .' c

* 0 T 3 p (Outu-t
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Part IV. Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR)

i. Introduction L'I 1'ti l 1,1". ;-17 pi )r o-

The p'r- 1 si' po rt ,in Ot th -;t, ir dy at-

t p s ) ,iW that hai t i Tct i ve ru;- 2. The U. S. Coast Guard SLAR Data
niess v tri at ioi, ire i iso(c jaited witCh tht-

11(I~ re itiire-, ext !corbel :ronm thet Lhr idor SLA R- qkit i ped 1-13 t i ,h t - . r~ 2ad

front . I t i Is) jTid ,lt es t hat aIt h ou gh i v"r th- elxp irie ii r' on I1 : rd 19
thet ai r-sea temperatare di ference was a -l7H (B;elfe i a 1 n

factor o n 16-17 Mayv 1979, the :ia jor 4av 1979 (N '; Lo,) The _ft rs tLh re,,

caiuse for the hogeai a roughnes -ip f I P ightLs ;,r2 taiken h) thIie Cois t- Guar I

pea red to be thle v ar (fat fins i n cairren t AOS a irraft un log!i a K -h ind S J %R hor i -

aind winYd stress. Th is por t ion o F tlie zo n ti Iv I eaI-ir izeb ' th!e por t su~e o

report witll document the detectifon of the aiirc rifL and ye rtircill2 po ;i rij zel 01

these roughniess variaotions by spe cial- the ;t rboairl .s i t, . )ur i o t te - 1) olr'

tzed rada rs--i n this case S LAR. The flIight, dat was collCO ted f r oi a n

study will comnpare STAR imagery to near- bX- Ia I S LAR b,, I,)Nx\Uew

slriultaneoiis environoiental 'e .;iur-eints Rsac etra -w h da~~

taiken by ship and airrat t Renarih a irt This radar~ iboir~ hoi zOn-

tatlly polairized on bOtl tte I th
The U .S . Coa-s t Cua r AI t- h os eper ime nteod i r -ritt . S imOi ~5ient.o t th e co I I.oct io n

wi1t h the uise o f usi n6 STAR-eq ui pped of the STAR data dui Lo these flIights

C-130's to police oil spills; in U7nited infrared scanner daita were collected anl

States waterways andi the open seas. The presented to the aircraft scieit ific

tellItale modulatiton of sea staite by oiL crew on :t real t ime video display. This

their experiments. 1!. Rddi tioni to beifig roughliess featuires seen Iin th e 5 LAR

useful in detecting ofl spillis, the U.S. fiage wret at 1fg:i ed v7LIi t he Ctie rm-iI
Coast Guard has explored the uise_ of SLAR f7ro nt a ( n thI e a rea . Figure, 31(a) aid f ' h)
ais a device, to nonitto r t he iiov(-ienit of sho t)ws examnples a f lt-hand S ]A R ii, aa ~e r-

Ice i n sh ippinlg la ntes . F xpftr ime nt s o f oht Hi ned durliig t ie t We Oasi:l foei k

this nature have been cairried runt in the ft i)hts . Flipure 31(,-) shows .1 samo te oF

Newfouind land /Lab cad oric rea as a ~ prt o f - o ;lt tike n dtor i ig; the New h)

the U.S. Coast Guard 's role aa~ the, ape r- ft igh t . R ealI t i vie opt i c at SI]AR i igery'

a, ional utn!it of the Internat ional tecek of thi11s natutre. wc th .,Ce wily p riaducts

Patrol. Thus-, STAR equipped "-130's we ret rota i ned fro; i t he Caist I ird opec it ion-

o per at i ng i n the srtudy areai luring the -iT SlAP S\'stem.s. -Ihn it 11 1)ro-),

period of the Grand Banks Exper ient inid e'ss i op couild be done, wi th e i thetr the

we re miade ivai table onl a t i me-a va i Ialab 1' 5AR or the i ofr~i red sca nner dat a

bas is The specificaitions o f the SLAR

,iboa rd oilet of t he two a i r c raftL used d oir - The Ii Ilone 1973 g-bandi S LAR i -iaoer v

Ing Baseline, and New Look Is g i ye n i n (F ig 31(a)) shlows; feature rouighnless

Table D. pat terns associated wi ti the front loca-

ted at 44'l0'N, 4,.5 '3' in the saitellite
Since bothT Sl-ASAT-A StiR ind t he ERI SAR i image fo r 12 June 1978 (F ig . 7). The

aboard the Cainadian Conva ir 480 were not h ighie r r ad ar r e fIe c tatnce ( l iht er to ne)

a vai abl Ie d ur f iog Base I i n e an!i t Ne w l.o ok i jn the S IAR i-mace occuir s over thet warc/nec'

the U.S. Coast Gua-rd STAR re presents the wator , implying;, rnoher water siir face.

oinlIy spc ia I i zd rada r da t i col lected The lower radair r f lectanice, (dar"K tone)
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(a) K-band SLAR-i1 IJune 1978

(b) K-band SLAR- 19 June 1978
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(c) X-band SLAR-16 May 1979

Figure 31. Samples of Coast Guard SLAR imagery collected during Baseline and New
Look. The imagery in (a) and (b) were collected by the Coast Guard AOS and Air-
craft 94D side-looking airborne radar on 11 June 1978 (a) and on 19 June 1978 (b).
The nadir return from directly beneath the aircraft is shown along the top of each
image. The range to the dashed line is 26 km, with each image segment being approx-
imately 600 m. In (a), the aircraft was heading south (to the right) and took this
image using the SLAR in a vertical polarization mode from the starboard side of the
aircraft. In (b), the aircraft was heading west (to the left) and took this image in a
horizontal polarization mode from the port side of the aircraft. The image in (c) was
collected by the NASA Lewis Research center aboard the Coast Guard aircraft on
16 May 1979. The image was made from the starboard side of the aircraft as it flew
east.

occurs over the cooler water and implies side of the front ieair °4 i'41 , 4°3 2 'v4
a smoother surface. Similar changes have in the aircraft PRT analysi; in Fig.r_
been reported by others. For example, 17. As the aircraft lata show sorlace
Weisscaan and Thompson (1977), after ex- temperature at this timc was 8'C, heavy
amining radar imagery of the Gulf Stream Fog and low cloudsz were present. Winds
off Florida, interpreted similar varia- were less then 3 m/sec. Seelng internal
tions in reflectance as variations in wave patterns of this type is prediot-
surface wind stress caused by changes in able in this region both because of the
atmospheric stability and relative water grtoater water strati Fication and hecause
velocity. In the SLAR image shown here, they are ciore clearly visiblo duev to the
tle wind direction and strength is not cornpiritively calmi s irfice of the cold
known nor Is the exact relation to the water.
thermal front (i.e., whether the SLAR
defined front match or was several kilo- On 16 May 1979, an X-hi,1 SI.AR wa; flown
meters displaced from the tlermal across the front at in lltitilde of tiJ( m
front). (Fig. 31(c)). On thts oo'c iiot, frontal

features si.ini Iir to sheir pat t e r ns we rc
The 19 June t978 K-hand SIAR image (Fig. found that appeared to ,, aligned to
31(b)) shows surface patterns similir to the fronts at 40°[V'N, 41'50'J and it
pattern.; suggested to be associated with 40 0 15'N, 47 0 30'W. The wind- at tlis tine
Internal waves (Apel and Charnel, 1974; were east to southeasterly (i.e., at
Fett et al., 1978; Fett and Rabe, 1977). right a,l 1es to the front) at less then
These patterns again lay in the cold 5 iii/Aee. hilt the nat ch for these dat A
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(b) Aircraft PRT and ship surface (c) NOAA-5 infrared image

temperature analysis

Fig~ure 32 (opposite page arid above) .A comparison of (a) and aircraft K Band SLAR
image, (b) aircraft PRT and ship temperature analysis, and (c) of NOAA 5 infrared
image for a period centered on 19 June 1979. (Image enhancement by Atmospheric
Environment Ser-vice, Canada. ) The right side of the K Band SLAR inmage is honi
zontally polarized. Note that the vertically polarized (left) por-tion of thle SLAR
image does not present as detailed delineation of the front as the horizontal poiari
zation (right] portion of the image. A return flight (north) over the same part (lave
similar resulJts.
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(b) Visible



thernal front. (The I8C isothern repre- the 19 June SLAR imagery. In addition,
senting the latter was constructed using the sunglint features in the visible
ship surface temptrature data for 17-19 satellite image have an obvious correla-

June and aircraft PRT data for 17 and 23 tion with the thermal features shown in

June.) In the co-.parison, several fea- the companion Infrared image. Although
tures of similarity became evident. The many of these feat ures are caused by
most striking is the correlation of the atmospheric conditions, in a number of
curved features north of 42'N latitude instances they are caused by sea state.

found in the SIAR image and the arced in the visible image, there are numerous

thernal gradients shown in the frontal areas that appear dark and are identifi-

analysis and infrarel image. In the SLAR able as cold water regions in the ther-

image, the region separating these mal image. For NOAA-5 satellite visible

curved features and the mottled patterns imagery, maximum sunglint for this time

to the south is in the sane location as of year occurs along the eastern margin
the thermal front in the infrared image. of each image. For the latitude of the

The mottled patterns in turn match the Grand Banks Experiment, the eastern mar-
cold water region of the infrared image. gin of the image requires facet slopes

in the water of 00 to 20 to give specu-
North of 42'50'N a similar phenome:ion lar reflections of the sun to the satel-

occurs. The striation area ends and a lite. These ;lope requirements increase
ottled pattern region begins. The mot- asymptotically westward. Where dark fea-

tled patterns in this instance appear to tures begin to appear in the cold water
he composedl of internal waves, areas of the 12 June visible image,

slopes of 60 to 80 are required to pro-

One feature to note in the SIAR image on vide specular response of the sun. The
Figure 32 is that the frontal region uniformity of the darkening in these

ioes not have , marked demarcation simi- regions is evidence that these ocean

lar to the sharp gray tone delineation areas are relatively smooth and that fog
shown in th- infrared iiaery. This corn- is absent.

paratively gradual change across ocean
themal Fronts appears to be a nonnal Weather charts for 12 June show a region
feature of SIAR and SAR imagery and is of high pressure over the Grand Banks
discussed more thocoughly in the discus- Experiment area with light easterly pre-

sion section of this portion and in the vailing winds. Ship reports indicate 3 '
portion dealing with SAR imagery, to 6 0 C air temperature to dewpolnt dif-

ference over both the warmer and colder
No daytime s.itellite pass is -ivailable water. The light easterly winds, how-

for L9 June. The infrared image shown in ever, advect moist air from over tho
the figure is a late evoi ing pass. Thus, warm water to over the cold water. This
no simultaneous visible image is avail- could cause fog to be formed over the

able and no comparison of the sunglint cold water side of a north-south ocean

patterns with similarly positioned SIAR front. Such a fog co)uld be the cause of
patterns Is possile. However, the visi- the bright area at the end of the cold
ble image from a daytime satellite pass ridge feature.
of ,)e we-k earlier (12 June) may be

used to derive an understanding of some The author feels that aside from the
of the roughless features shown In the obvious cloud feat ures, many of the

SIAR image (La VoIette et al., 1980). vari tionq In spectular respon se in the

The 1P June visible image and Its coin- 12 June visible image are due to vari-

panion infrared image are shown in Fig- itions in sea state. Unfortunately,
ure 33. Despite the of fset of seven correlating these variations to exact

days, the sunglint in the visible image ocean events is impossible since there

shows specular responses to regional Is no simultIqieous ship or aircraft
oceal roughness that are similar in coverage. The image is presented only to
location to var tations In To shown in give a spatial presentation of ocean
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roughness that may be similar to sea later (22 June) may be used to get a

state features at the time of the 19 general feel for the currents in the
June SLAR image. cold water on 19 June. Figure 14 shows

the drifter moving at speeds of 100 cm/s

Sea state conditions for 19 June 1978 22 June near the eastern front. As men-
reported by the meteorological team in Part II, this speed may be the

aboard the USNS LYNCH indicate that the result of the sudden increase in the

dominant swells were coming from the southeastward extension of the cold

south (180'-160*) with a mean height of water feature on 18 June, thus the cur-

2 meters and a frequency of 1.4 Hz. rent speed on 19 June may have been
Their reports (Table E) of (Ta-Ts) slightly less then the 22 June measure-

values indicate stable or close to ment.

neutral atmospheric conditions were

present. In the area of tie eastern 4. Discussion
front, the air was close to the same

temperature as the sea on the warm water Analysis of the Baseline data from the

side of the front. On the cold water satellite drifter buoy, the waverider

side of the front, the air was warmer buoy, and the ship meteorological obser-

than the sea by approximately 2.0°C. At vations indicate that the thermal air-

the time of the overflight of the Coast sea differences over both the cold and

Guard aircraft, the USNS LYNCH was in warm waters were not the major cause of

the cold water at 42'03'N, 48°32'W, with the strong differences of ao in the 19

a (Ta-Ts) difference of 2.5°C, air- June SLAR image. Except for the weak at-

dewpoint temperature difference of mospheric front aligned with the ocean

1.8°C, and southeasterly winds at 5 front, there was little in the thermal

m/sec (the aircraft reported winds of air-sea interaction that would create

6.6 m/sec). the strong changes. The meteorological
observations show (Ta-Ts) differ-

Table E also shows the winds to have ences were close to neutral in the warm

been blowing parallel to the eastern water and were positive in the cold

front with a slight reduction in wind water. On the other hand, as evidence

speed (8 to 6 m/s) on the cold water that the currents played a major role in

side of the front as compared to the the variations of co, the satellite

warm water side. Not only did the air drifter buoy data show a strong current

temperature decrease in going from the was present inside the cold water fea-

warm with the cold water but the dew- ture and aligned with the shape of the

point temperature decreased as well, front. Unfortunately, no current meas-

signaling a drop rather than a rise in surements were taken in the warm water

humidity. These data indicate that the outside the feature. However, the fact

location of a weak atmospheric front was that an even faster current was present

coincident with that of the ocean front. in the warm water may be inferred from
the New Look sonobuoy data collected the

Waverider buoy data collected 18-19 June following year (Fig. 22). During New

are shown in Figure 34. If these data Look, the warm water current on one side

can be considered synoptic, then the of the front was 307 faster then the

swells coming from the south behave as current in the cold water on the other
expected, decreasing in height and in- side of the front. Shear conditions

creasing in frequency as they progress would have been present between the core

northward. No marked change is visible of the faster moving warm water and the

in these data between the wind waves or cold water. The vertically polarized

swell on one side of the front than on SLAR imagery during the southern run of
the other. the Coast Guard aircraft does show stri-

ation patterns in the area of the warm

The movement of the satellite drifter water which indicate shear conditions

buoy dropped from the LYNCH several days may have been present.
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Table E. Meteorological and surface temperature data
for 18 and 19 June 1978 USNS LYNCH

Wind Waves Swell Waves

Date Time (Z) WDIr WSpd TA TS  TA-TS T0  Per.
3  

Ht.
5  

Dir. Per.
3  

itt.
4

T Sta. A
1900- 160 9 21.1 20.6 0.5 18 2 1.5 170 6 2.0
2030
2100 160 9 20.0 20.5 0.5 17 2 1.5 180 6 2.0

2200 170 9 20.2 20.5 -0.3 18 2 1.5 180 6 2.0

2300 140 1.0 19.6 19.7 -0.1 18 2 1.5 180 6 2.0

0000 140 0.8 18.8 19.0 -0.2 18 2 1.5 180 7 2.0

0100 160 0.7 18.7 18.8 -0.1 18 2 1.5 180 7 2.0

0200 160 9 19.5 18.6 0.9 18 2 1.5 180 7 2.0

0300 150 1.0 19.5 18.9 0.6 18 - - 180 7 2.0

0400 150 0.8 19.6 18.4 1.2 18 - - 180 7 2.0

0500 150 0.8 19.5 20.4 -0.9 18 - - 180 7 2.5

Sta. 8
0600- 160 0.6 20.1 20.1 0.0 18 - - 160 7 2.5
0800 Frontal Passage

0900 160 0.6 17.9 17.2 0.7 17 - - 160 5 2.5

1000 160 0.5 17.0 15.7 1.3 16 - - 160 5 2.5

1100 150 0.6 16.9 14.8 2.1 15 3 1.0 160 5 1.5

1200 140 0.7 17.6 15.4 2.2 16 2 0.5 160 5 1.5

1300 140 0.7 17.4 15.4 2.0 16 2 0.5 160 5 1.5

Sta. C
1330- 150 0.5 17.7 15.4 2.3 16 2 0.5 160 5 1.5
1500

1600 120 0.5 19.8 15.3 4.5 15 2 0.5 160 5 1.5

1700 130 0.5 17.8 15.3 2.5 15 2 0.5 160 5 1.5

1800 140 0.7 17.7 15.5 2.2 15 2 0.5 160 5 1.5

1900 170 0.7 19.1 16.2 2.9 17 3 1.0 160 5 1.5

Sta. D
1930- 140 0.7 16.1 15.3 0.8 16 3 1.0 160 5 1.5
2100

1. Wind speed In meters/sec 3. Wave periods In seconds
2. All temperatures In *C 4. Wave heights In meters
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Figure 314. Canadian waverider buoy data taken across the eastern front on 18 and
19 June 1979. The direction of swell is that observed by the shipboard meteorologi-
cal team (see Table E).
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Although a sharp gradient marks the with a similar effect. Here, the hull of
ocean front in the temperature data, the the vessel blocks the near-surface wind
19 June SLAR image does not show a simi- for a short distance and the swell field
larly sharp boundary. The change ina0  is visible in the water. Beyond this lee
across the front, while definite, is effect, the ocean becomes highly reflec-
gradual. This gradual change is also in- tive and the swells in that area are
dicative of the current influence on the comparatively hidden in the speckle.
variation in a. because of frictional
effects, the strongest currents are not The mottled patterns of the SLAR image
found immediately at the front but are have different orientation and wave-
normally displaced to one side. length from the southerly swells report-

ed by the meteorological team aboard the
The mottled pattern of the cold water in LYNCH. The waves associated with the
the 19 June SIAR Image is similar to SLAR patterns may have low frequencies
patterns found in SAR imagery taken dur- and amplitudes which are undetectable in
ing the life of SEASAT-A. The generally the presence of the higher frequencies

darker appearance of these cold water and amplitudes of the swell set from the
patterns in comparison with the more south identified by the meteorological
specular response of the warm water team. In the aggregate, however, the
seems to denote a quieter sea state. The broader area of these lower frequency
mottled patterns themselves are unusual, waves provide the greater resonant back-
however, In that they do not resemble scatter and this area is what was de-
the sunglint patterns seen in either tected by the radar. The lack of visual
satellite visible imagery or manned detection of these low frequency, low
spacecraft photography. This variation amplitude waves by shipboard observers
may be due to a phenomenon not present is an observational phenomenon of ten
in the specular return of incoherent noticed in coordinated operations bet-
sunlight: Bragg scattering. In the case ween aircraft and ships. Roughness fea-
of the specialized radars, the coherent tures in the ocean, plainly visible to
signals returned from short-period waves observers aboard the aircraft, cannot be
are either reinforced or destroyed ac- seen by observers looking at the same
cording to the spacing of these ocean stretch of water from the low elevation
reflectors in relation to the radar fre- angle of the ship; and increased alti-
quency. tude heightens the visibility of these

roughness features.
One reason advanced, therefore, to
explain the cause of these mottled pat- Whether the north-south orientation of
terms is that they are the returns from the mottled patterns is actively inde-
long-period, low-elevation swells that pendent or is aligned to the shape of
had capillary waves of the same wave- the cold feature can not be determined
lengths as the radar, but only a portion from the 19 June data. Since the air-
of which were tilted at the correct craft did not cross the cold feature's
angle to provide resonant backscatter. southern front, a curved alignment pa-
The result is that in the relatively rallel to the southern terminus could
calm seas of the cold feature, the only not be proved or disproved.
backscatter was from the capillary waves
aligned at the proper angles along these 5. Conclusions
long period swells. These long-period,
low elevation swells may have continued U. S. Coast Guard STAR imagery collected
unchanged into the warm water; however, during both Baseline and New Look does
the increased specularity of the more show roughness patterns that are associ-
chaotic warm water was so great that ated with the location of thermal
their o, is essentially masked in the fronts. In the imagery of the vertical-
SLAR image. Figure 35 shows a sea condi- ly/horizontally polarized K-Band SLAR,
tion on the lee side of the USNS LYNCH the horizontally polarized imagery pro-
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Figur e 35i. \'ariatiuis in the wave field on the lee side of the USNS LYNCH. Photo
qrriph was taken from the main dleck. The wave field change is 30 m from ship
(tunto by R. A. Oriol) .
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Figure 36. SEASAT-A SAR technical characteristics
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Part V. SEASAT-A SAR

I. Introducton the backscatter energy is dependent pri-

marily on the physical properties of the

On 29 June 1978 the National Aeronau- reflecting surface (i.e., average slope

tics and Space Administration launched and small-scale roughness), and the

SEASAT-A, the first satellite dedicated dielectric constant of the reflecting

to the exploration of the oceans (Fig. surface.

36). SEASAT-A contained active and pas-

sive microwave instruments designed to The SEASAT-A SAR was able to sense only

measure large scale ocean and atmospher- the spatial distribution of 30 cm to 40

ic processes. On 10 October 1978 after cm waves on the ocean surface--in es-

100 days of operation, a massive short sence, short-period gravity waves. This

circuit caused the spacecraft and all was done through a Bragg resonance of

its sensors to permanently shut down. the radar backscatter of the ocean sur-

face. Experience has shown that the dis-

Prior to the failure, SEASAT-A SAR data tribution of these short period waves is

were collected during the period 21 correlated with larger scale ocean

September and 10 October from seven sat- roughness phenomena such as long gravity

eite passes over the Grand Banks Ex- waves, current shear boundaries, thermal

-eriment area. As mentioned in Part I, boundaries, and regional bathymetry. The

no survey platforms were in the study ability of the SEASAT-A SAR to detect

area during that time. Thus, the compar- and monitor these large scale oceanic

ison of SEASAT-A SAR data with real time processes is dependent upon the modula-

ocean events as measured by other tions of the short period waves by these

sources is limited to NOAA-5 infrared larger scale phenomena.

data and regional weather analyses. No

NOAA visible image is included in the The image format of the SEASAT-A SAR

study, since the combination of the system contains distortions that result

lateness of the year and the high lati- from the spacecraft's movement to the

tude of the study region preclude any Earth, as well as to the imaging geom-

sunglint being detectable by the NOAA-5 etry. Distortions, in the first in-

visible sensors. The results of compar- stance, arise from the effects of the

ing SEASAT-A SAR with NOAA-5 thermal Earth's rotation and curvature and from

imagery and regional weather analyses differences in pixel dimensions in the

are the subject of this section of the along-track (azimuth) and across-track

study. (range) directions. In the along-track

direction pixel size varies with the

2. The SEASAT-A SAR Data velocity of the spacecraft relative to

the image target on Earth at any partic-

SAR data represent the reflectivity of a ular Earth latitude. In the across-

surface at the opening frequency in the track direction, pixel size varies with

backscatter direction (ao)" The values the range distance between the space-

of Uo obtained are directly propor- craft nadir and the target. Pixel sizes

tional to tihe surface backscatter cross of the images in this study are approxi-

section and are represented in the SAR mately 16 m in the along-track direction

imagery as variations in brightness. In and vary across-track from about 19.4 m

the decimeter spectral region (the wave- in the near range to about 14.8 m in the

length of the SEASAT-A SAR was 23.5 cm), far range.
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Since SAR nadir-image format basically region as far from land as the Grand
represents the slant range, or distance Banks experiment area. Two of the
from nadir to each of the respective ascending SAR data passes--2 and 5 Octo-

surface elements in the scene, the ber--went over lind and these had re-
SEASAT-A SAR imagery normally contains spective location errors of 13 and 17 km

distortions due to the imaging geometry to tile southwest (i.e., the images would

that are inherent in all SAR imaging have to be repositioned by these dis-
systems. In the SEASAT-A SAR imagery tances easterly at right angles to the
presented in this study, this distortion track line to be geographically cor-

has been partially corrected during rect). None of the film strips of the
processing. This correction allows the descending passes Included land, thus,

range azimuth aspect ratio to be each their location error cannot be defined.

maintained at unity at the center of

subswath. All of the SEASAT-A SAR data collected

over the Grand Banks area were collected
All of the SEASAT-A SAR data used in during the period of the "frozen orbit"

this study are optically processed (i.e., the orbit of the satellite was
imagery. The processing was done by tie such that it passed over essentially the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasa- same area every three days). The conver-

dena, California. Although digital pro- gence of the ascending and descending
cessed SAR data have some advantages paths of the frozen orbit form a dia-

over optical processed data, time and mond-shaped region in the northern por-
funding constraints prevented the SAR tion of the study area which was viewed

data from being digitally processed into by the satellite for two of every three
imagery for use in the present study days. This cross-over region is of par-
(Fig. 37 shows an example of an optical ticular interest in that the SEASAT SAR
SAR image and the same SAR data digital- had a right-side look and was in an or-
ly processed). In the optical image, the bit inclination of 108'. Thus, the con-
SEASAT-A SAR 100 km swath was divided vergence of the two orbits provides an
into four sub-waths to accommodate pro- opportunity to examine the variability
cessing Limitations. The data for each of e. data for the same region at dif-

subswath were processed separately and ferent satellite orientations. Figure 38
recorded on 70 mm film. Each subswath shows where this diamond-shaped region

film strip covers an area about 30 km fell in the Grand Banks experiment area.
wide and overlaps the adjacent subswath

by 6 to 7 km. An across-track gradient 3. September-October Data
of image brightness resulting from pro-
cessor peculiarities is present in each The Canadian Shoe Cove satellite data
subswath. This creates a discontinuity receiving station did not begin to oper-
in image brightness across the sub- ationally receive SEASAT-A SAR data
swaths. The dots at the edges of each until late Scptember 1978. Of the SAR
strip are timing marks representing a passes that the stalt on recorded, seven

one-second flight distance on the ground covered the i.rand Banks Experiment area,
(about 6.67 kin). five desr'endin g and two ascending. Only

eleven NOAA-5 passes are available for
The location of an ocean feature in an the 20-day period when the SAR data were
optical image filmstrip that includes collected. Of these, five are suf fi-
landmavks can be estimated with an error ciently cloud free to use in this study
of about 2 km by using maps and space- and four are close enough in time to use
craft ephemeris data. However, an opti- for comparison with the SAR data. Table
cal imagc filmstrip without landmarks F presents the times and orbit numbers

can easily suffer a location error of of the SEASAT-A and NOAA-5 data used in

more than 10 km The magnitude of tora- this study.
,ion error becomes important in a
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In general, The NOAA-5 infrarel imagery The NOAA-5 imagery, as stited in Appu., -

showed that for the period September 21 dix A, are difficult t, register i:ito a

through October 4, three cold-water fea- .nercator projection with an i:,-uracv

tures extended from the Labrador Front. greater than +20 kmi. This is especially
Two of these formed a hifurcate1 feature true for the inagery useI in this

lying over the Newfoundland Ridge, comparison; most ,f which lie outside

whereas the third was located over the the satellite synch linie. However, the

Newfoundland Seamounts. In the text that persistence of the relitiie ..,ographic
follows these are discussed as the New- positions of the three th,rnal featires-

foundland Ridge-East feature, the New- from image to i-nage is strong eridence
found land Ridge-West feature, and the that computer generated reg I st rat ions

Newfoundland Seariount feature. A ache- are well within the giveir accuracy. This

matic presentation representing the persistence is ,-spec illy noticeable In

overall general positions of these ther- the four overlays of the N. wfouniland
mal features derived from all five NOAA- Ridge-East featur,- shown in Figure 38.

5 passes is given in Figure 38. However,
some movements in the individual fea- Table F shows that -n the morning of 21
tures are observable in the day-to-day September, NOAA-5 and SEASAT-A passes

infrared imagery. These are also pre- over the study area were approximatelv

sented in Figure 38. The NOAA-5 image two hours apart. There is no companion

for 29 September is presented in Figure SEASAT-A SAR image for 26 September.
39 to show the relationship of the vari- However, the NOAA-5 IR image listed for
ous features to one another in a single that day is Invaluible in showing the
image.

Table F. SEASAT-A related NOAA- 5 passes over the Grand Banks experiment area

SEASAT-A NOAA-5*

Date (1978) Pass Number Time (9) Pass Number Time (E)

21 September 1231 (Descending) 02:25 hrs 9702 00:20 hrs
26 September 9788 12:45 hrs

29 September 9801 12:28 hrs

30 September 1360 (Descending) 03:20 hrs

2 October 1395 (Ascending) 13:22 hrs 9838 23:22 hrs

3 October 1403 (Descending) 03:14 hrs -

4 October 9888 12:42 hrs

5 October 1438 (Ascending) 13:35 hrs

6 October 1446 (DescendIng) 03:27 hrs - -

9 October 1489 (Descending) 03:42 hrs ------

' Of the eleven NOAA-5 passes saved by NOAA NESS, only the five presented here are
usable because of either clouds or poor data tapes.
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(a) Optical processed i '

SAR image 4
21 September 1978 -A
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21 September 1978

Figure 37. An example
of an optical and digi ,
tized processed SAR
image of an area over
the Newfoundland Ridge , ,
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continuity of the imagery over Newfound- close to the fronts. Those reports which

land Ridge for the period between 21-29 are available are from ships well into

September. The remainder of the related the warm or cold water areas. Tempera-

NOAA-5 and SEASAT-A passes in the table ture and wind conditions derived from

vary in time apart; ranging from 4 to 23 these reports, therefore, should be con-

hours. Because of the large time differ- sidered to represent the general warm or

entials between 6 and 9 October SEASAT cold water regions rather than condi-

passes and their nearest NOAA pass, tions immediately at the fronts. The re-

their SAR/IR comparisons must be used ports show the temperatures of the warm

with discretion. waters were in the low 20's(°C) whereas

the cold waters of the ridge features
The time differences, while sufficient averaged 15'C. The lowest temperatures

for comparisons of purely oceanographic were reported by ships operating in the

features, are insufficient for compari- area of the Newfoundland Seamounts,

sons that involve the critical relation- where water temperatures of 8°C were

ship of wind to current. Figure 40 shows reported.

surface weather analysis of the general

region of the Grand Banks for 0000 hours For clarity, the three main features are

(Z) for 21 September and for each day discussed separately starting with the

for the period 29 September-9 October. most stable of the features: The New-

The figure is presented to show the gen- foundland Ridge-East feature. The dis-

eral weather conditions present during cussion section immediately following

the study period, as well as to demon- will coalesce the findings of these sub-

strate the rapid movement of atmospheric sections.

fronts through the area. In the anal-ses

that follow, information on general wind A, The Newfoundland Ridge-East Feature
conditions for the times of SEASAT-A SAR

passage are derived from interpetative The eastern portion of the bifurcated

analysis of the six-hour synoptic sur- thermal feature lying over the Newfound-

face weather charts and ship reports. land Ridge remained remarkably stable

The winds thus derived are given in during 21 September-4 October 1978. The

Table G for each of the thermal features minor movement shown in the schematic

for the seven days of SAR coverage, overlay in Figure 38 may be due to

accuracy variances in the computer-
Dur lig the period of 21 September-9 registered imagery.

October, no ship reports were available

Table G. General speed (m/sec) and direction of winds ove- the
three main ocean features*

-- 21 Sept-- -30 Sept - 2 Oct - -3 Oct--- --- 5 Oct ------ 6 Oct ------ 9 Oct---
SPEED SPL ED SPE ED SPE ED SPE ED SPE ED SPL ED

m/sec DIR. m/sec DIR. m/sec DIR. m/sec DIR. m/sec DIR. m/sec DIR. rn/sec DIR_.

Newfound1 land
kidge - East

F eatjr e 10 NW 10 SW 10 E 5 SE 14 NW 15 N 7 ThE

NeW )undj 1 nd
Ri14e - West

F eatjry I0 NNW 10 SW 7 ISE 5 S 13 NNW I0 NI h S

NewtounI ,and

Feature I0 1 10 SW 10 EN[ 7 SE 16 NW 15 NNW

*at t' obtained from surface weather charts and ship reports.
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Figure 38. The general positions and movement of th, cold water features during the
period 21 September through 4 October 1978. The presentations were derived from
the five NOAA-5 infrared images listed in Table F.
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Figure 39. The three cold water features on 29 September 1978. The overlay is, thedescending and ascending swaths of the SEASAT A SAR.
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Figure 410. Surface weather analyses for 21 September and the period 29 September
through 41 October 1978. Ship observations are shown on those days having
SEASAT--A SAR data.
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In comparing the descending SAR Imagery the northern front, a sharp variation in
with the IR imagery of this feature (To is found that lies in an almost
(Figs. 41-43), the correlation of ob- east-west direction. No corresponding
vious frontal features in the two data feature is shown in the 4 October IR
sets is usually very good. The average image; since this IR image is the most
displacement of the SAR with the IR (ap- current available, identification of a
proximately 25 kin) is well within the possible corresponding thermal feature
data location accuracy of the two sat- is impossible. South of this sharp vari-
ellites. The exception occurs in compar- ation is a poorly defined pattern whose
Ing the 4 October IR image to the 3 Oct- southernmost portion natches the loca-
ober SAR image. Here, the southern front tion of the southern front in the 4
in the SAR image for this date is October IR image.
extremely poorly defined; thus, the
relation with the corresponding feature The direction of the winds were variable
ti the IR image must also be considered during the four days that allow direct
poor. Since the southern front is SAR-IR comparison. In the area of the
comparatively well displayed in the next Newfoundland Ridge-East feature, the
available SAR image--6 October (Fig. winds were parallel to the northern and
44), it may be inferred that the absence southern fronts on two occasions (21
of an obvious frontal demarcation is due September and 3 October). On 30 Septem-
to some variation in the current or wind ber and 6 October, the winds blew essen-
regime. tially across the fronts. The wind

speeds were generally greater than 10
In comparing the ascending SAR imagery m/sec with an exception on 3 October
(2 and 5 October) with the IR imagery, when wind speeds are estimated at 5
no corresponding frontal feature is m/sec.

visible. Indeed, the ascending SAR
imagery show no indication of any struc- B. Newfoundland Ridge-West Feature
ture in the area of the Newfoundland
Ridge, and the imagery are uniformly The westernmost Newfoundland Ridge fea-
specular (although as will be shown the ture is visible only in the 21, 26 and
ascending SAR imagery do show frontal 29 September IR imagery (Figs. 45 and
features in the area of the Newfoundland 46). The 26 September IR image (not pre-
Seamounts). This discrepancy is probably sented) shows the feature still in posi-
due to location errors in the two data tion, thus providing continuity between
sets--an east-west displacement of less the 21 and 29 September IR imagery. How-
than 30 km would allow this to occur. As ever, the 29 September IR image shows a
mentioned earlier, the 2 and 5 October definite weakening of the thermal gradi-
swaths have a proven location error of ents associated with the feature. The
13 and 17 km, respectively. Similar region was cloud-covered on 2 October.
errors in the other data sets are On 4 October, when the region became
probably present. comparatively less cloudy, the IR image

shows no indication of a cold feature.
Although only the SAR imagery for 21 and
30 September and 3 and 6 October are For comparison with these IR imagery,
close enough in time to allow direct the best of the SAR imagery is that of
comparison with the IR imagery, the 21 September. The locatiLn correlation
constant position of the feature allows for this SAR image and the IR image is
a limited comparison between the 6 and 9 very good (Fig. 45). On the other hand,

October SAR image with the 4 October IR the location correlation of the 29 and
image (Fig. 44). This shows a match of 30 September SAR and IR imagery is very
location of the northern front in the 9 poor (Fig. 46). In this latter compari-
October image that is similar to the son the tip of the main feature in the
match of the previous SAR-IR imagery. SAR-IR imagery matches well, but the SAR
However, approximately 25 km south of image shows a poorly delineated area of
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roughness in the southern portion of tile indicate that the thermal structure on

image that does not matcl a correspond- 21 September is genetically related to
ing thermal feature in the 29 September the thermal structure on 29 September.

IR image. However, the area of roughness (The 26 September IR image was cloud
does match the IR feature in the 21 covered in the reg'ion of the Seimounts
September IR image. In fact, the SAR and could not provide continuity between

imagery for the western ridge feature the 21 and 29 September images.)

for " 6, and 9 October also show rough-
ness patterns that correspond in general In comparing the SAR imagery and IR
location with the cold IR feature on 21 imagery, the most unusual match is that
September. All these SAR imagery show shown for 21 September (Fig. 47). In all
roughness patterns similar to that of 30 the SAR/IR comparisons made for this

September, and it is difficult to draw a study, this is the one occasion that
line on any image that denotes exactly does not appear to relate to another.
where the thermal feature begins. How- This data set is further discussed in

ever, the general region in each SAR the discussion section.
imagery that corresponds to the location
of the thermal feature of 21 September The remaining SAR imagery of the New-
are areas of obvious co change. foundland Seamounts area show good cor-

relation with the IR imagery, with the

The wind speed for both 21 and 30 Sep- best defined front displayed in the SAR
tember was 10 m/sec. The direction in image for 30 September (Fig. 48). The

relation to tile thermal fronts of the SAR imagery for 2 and 3 October show a
feature is interesting. Unlike the fin- general frontal region rather than a
ear features shown in the SAR imagery of well-defined front (Fig. 49). The SAR
the Newfoundland Ridge-East feature, the imagery for 5 and 6 October show only a
frontal features in these two SAR imag- very general correlation with the IR

ery are curved. Thus, the effects of image for 2 and 4 October (Fig. 50). The
essentially constant winds blowing at 5 and 6 October imagery have linear fea-
different angles to the front can be tures which, because of their location,
observed. may be regarded as resulting from shLeair

action at the front. Since the 4 October

C. New Foundland Seamount Feature IR image is cloud covered in the area of
the SAR data swath, features in the SAR

During 21 September-4 October, the ther- imagery for 5 and 6 October must be
mal feature lying over the Newfoundland compared to thermal features in the 2
Seamounts had the most horizontal move- October IR image. Figure 50 shows both
ment of the three ocean features (Fig. locations in the drawing while present-
38). The IR images for the period 29 ing only the 4 October IR image. The
September-4 October are spaced closely apparent offset of the SAR delineations
enough in time so that t he relative of the thermal front in Figures 49 and
movement of the feature can be measured. 50 are easily corrected with an error of

These measurements show that a relative less than 5 km by moving the SAR swath
translation of 100 km took place toward to the east using the location corret-
the east in the six-day period. In addi- tions mentioned earlier.
tion, the relative displacement of the
feature appears to have been 30 km to Wind conditions derived from the weathe
the south between 29 September and 2 Oc- charts and ship reports show that winds
tober. Examination of the cold features were normally strong--lO m/sec or great-

located in the IR image for 21 and 29 er. The exception was 3 October when the
September show that the general movement wind speed in the area of tile Seamounts

was too great to do more than generally averaged 7 m/sec.
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Figure 41. The SAR and infrared imagery for the Newfoundland Ridge-East feature
for 21 September 1978. The schematic shows the SAR frontal definition (heavy line)
for 21 September overlain on the area of the cold water (zipped pattern) for
21 September.
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Figure 42. The SAR and infrared imagery for the Newfoundland Ridge East
feature for 21 September 1978.
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Figure 43. The SAR and infrared imagery for the Newfoundland Ridge-East featurefor 2-14 October 1978. The schematic shows the SAR frontal definition (heavy line)
for 3 October overlain on the area of the cold water (zipped patterns) for 2 and 4 'October. Since the swath area of the SAR was cloud-covered on 2 October only the
IR image for 4 October is shown.
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Figure 44. The SAN and infrared imagery for the Newfoundland Ridge East feature
for 4, 6, and 9 October 1978. The schematic shows the SAR frontal definitions
(heavy line) for 6 and 9 October overlain on the area of the cold water ( zipped pattern)
for 4 October.
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Figure 45. The SAR and infrared imagery for the Newfoundland Ridge-West feature
for 21 September 1978. The schematic shows the SAR frontal definition (heavy line)
for 21 September overlain on the area of the cold water (zipped pattern) for
.I September.
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Figure 46. The SAR and infrared imagery for the Newfoundland-West feature for
29 and 30 September 1978. The schematic shows the SAR frontal definition (heavy
line) for 30 September overlain on the area of the cold water (zipped pattern) for
29 September.
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Figure 47. The SAR and infrared imagery for the Newfoundland Seamounts for
21 September 1978. The schematic shows the area of the cold water only. No definable
structure (such as seen in the other SAR imagery) is visible in the SAR image of this
area.
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Figure 48. The SAR and infrared imagery for the Newfoundland Seamounts for 29 and
30 September 1978. The schematic shows the SAR frontal defination (heavy line) for
30 September overlain on the area of the cold water (zipped pattern) for 29 September.
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Figure 49. The SAR and infrared imagery for the Newfoundland Seamounts for
2 4 October 1978. The schematic shows the SAR frontal definitions (heavy lines)
for 2 and 3 October overlain on the cold wattr (zipped pattern) for 2 October.
Since the swath area of the SAR was cloud covered on 4 October only the 2 October
IR image is shown and the 4 October IR area is shown as a dashed line on the
schematic. None of the SAR imagery registration have been corrected.
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Pitjure 50. The SAR and infrared imagery for 2, 4, 5, and 6 October. The schematic
siows the SAR frontal definitions (heavy lines) for 5 and 6 October overlain on the
-.:cd water (zipped pattern and dashed line for 2 and 4I October) . Since the swath area
- is cloud covered on 4 October only the 2 October IR image is shown. None of the SAR

hgery registration have been corrected.
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4. Discussion The poor correlation of the western

ridge feature 29-30 September may be a
In comparing the September-October 1979 result of a residual circulation renain-
data, the thermal fronts in the IR im- ing from the 21 September thermal fea-
agery are generally found to be delinea- ture. An examination of the 21 Septen-
ted by changes in v o in the SAR image- ber IR image gives an indication that
ry, with location accuracies consistent cold water is no longer being pumped
with the limits of the computer regis- into the featur,- at the surface and that
tration of both data sets. This included the feature is being cut off from its
those instances where the SAR swaths of northern source of cold water (as -n
the ascending and descending orbits example of a strung intrusion of cld
crossed. surface water--and hence, indicative of

a more dynamic connection wltni the
Correlation is not possible in one case Labrador front--see the cold band of
(the Newfoundland Seamount feature on 21 water visible in the southern px)rtion of
September) and is extremely poor in two the eastern ridge feature in Figs.
cases: the southern thermal front of the 41-44).
eastern ridge feature on 3 October and
the western feature on 29-30 September. After a given Interval of time, mixing
The following discussion provides possi- In the surface layers caused the feature
ble reasons for these discrepancies. to lose its surface thermal expression.

In the 29 September IR image, the fea-
The patterns in the 21 September SAR ture is visible only in the northwest-
image in the area of the Newfoundland erly portion of the sub-area. As -en-
Seamounti resemble features reported by tioned, no thermal feature is present i:i
other ii vestigators as being caused by the comparatively cloud-free IR i:mage of
strong rain cells (e.g., Fu and Holt, 4 October. However, despite the disap-
1982). However, the few ship reports in pearance of a surface thermal expres-
the area do not indicate rain, and the sion, surface rotational circulation
atmospheric trough (shown by the weather evidently remained. This residual cir-
charts to lie to the southeast of the culation is likely the cause of the
feature [Fig. 40]) should create gener- roughness patterns shown in the SAR
ally clear conditions. In any case, the image for 30 September and 3, 6, and I
environmental event that did occur was October.
obviously strong enough to override the
sea-state features related to the ther- Although the locations of rou-hnes,
mal front. features la the SAR imagery generally

agree with the locations of thermal
The poor showing of the southern front frontal features In the ' i magery, the
in the 3 October SAR image may be a roughness features do not show consis-
result of a combination of factors. One tent patterns from day to day. Theseo sea
of these factors is that winds on 3 state changes are probably the result of
October were the weakest of all the atmospheric changes. The work of other
times when Grand Banks SAR data were investigators (discussed in Part I and
collected (in the Seamount area, they in the analyses of Baseline and New Look
were approximately 5 m/sec). A second, data) indicates that four atmospheric
and probably more important, factor is conditions control the sea conditions
that the 3 October SAR image is the across a thermal front:
poorest of the SAR images used in this
study. Time constraints prevented opti- & wind blowing from the cold to the warn
cally reprocessing the entire 3 October water
SAR filmstrip to better show features * wind blowing from the warm to the cold
that were obviously subdued in this water
area, as well as in the other two * wind blowing parallel to the front and
frontal areas. counter to the current
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* wind blowing parallel to the front and the northern side of the feature and the
with the current other on the southern side. As shown by

the two-day intensive examination of a
Variations created by a combination of similar ridge feature in Part III, the
these conditions may occur. Also the currents in the area of the northern
relationship (Ta-Ts) across the front should have flowed toward the west
front affects the degree that the first (actually west northwest) and the cur-
two conditions apply. rents at the southern front moved to the

east. The central portion should have
A hindcast study of the environmental had an essentially null current.
conditions on the days that SAR imagery
were collected might disclose the causes On 21 September, northwesterly winds
of the roughness variations. The rest of were blowing parallel to the fronts and
this section is composed of such a thus, opposed the currents in the north-
study. It must be emphasized that the ern frontal areas and reinforced the
study is limited in the amount of avail- currents in the southern frontal area.
able surface data. The wind speed and In the SAR imagery, the northern and
directions used are derived from surface southern fronts are well defined by
weather analysis charts and ship reports linear shear patterns. The intensity of
(none of which were close to the the patterns for both fronts are the
fronts). Thus, accurate air, water, and same with neither the northern or south-
dew point temperature data ordinarily ern front being m,-ore prevalent. The
considered vital for this type study are roughness patterns in the cold water
not available. However, as will be region are similar to patterns in the
shown, a hindcast study can be made from cold water regions a short distance away
the available data that, In the author's from the immediate area of either front.
opinion, gives a fair assessment of the
environmental conditions that were pres- Thu,;, the only marked roughness changes
ent. in the SAR image are the shear patterns

marking the location of the northern and
Again, because of its persistent loca- southern fronts (note that the secondary
tion, the Newfoundland Ridge-East fea- southern front inside the cold water in
tire is chosen to lead the hindcast the IR image is also shown by a faint
examination of the three cold water fea- line in the SAR image). No change is
tures (Figs. 41-44). As shown in Table noticeable across the feature that could
G, during the period 21 September-9 be attributable to the change in speed
October, wind speed over the eastern and direction of the currents.
ridge feature was generally 10 m/sec
(with the exception of 3 October when In the next SAR image of the eastern
winds decreased to 5 m/sec). However, ridge feature--30 September--the winds
the direction of the winds varied are the same speed as on 21 September.
considerably, and could be said to have However, on this date the winds were at
"boxed the compass" during the study right angles to the two fronts--going
period. Thus, if the location of the from the warm to the cold water at the
feature is constant and the current is southern front and from the cold to the
considered to not change, then the only warm water at the northern front. The
factors that will alter the surface result of these wind conditions is that
roughness (and, therefore, the radar the entire region of the cold feature
return) will be wind speed, wind direc- has a different a, pattern than the
tion, and air temperature. warm water regions. The SAR image dis-

plays no linear shear patterns at the
The SAR swath cut directly across the frontal boundaris is on 21 September,
extrusion and resulted in two fronts iior are the oxact houndar it's of the
being present in each SAR image: one on front, is well delieated. The center
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portion of the feature, where currents a, pattern than the warm water, with
should be at a minimum, shows essential- the warm water pattern being more spec-
ly the same return as the outer regions ular. What cannot be defined is whether
of the cold water. Although the entire there was an offset in the locations of
region of the cold water is well defined the SAR roughness delineations from the

by the roughness pattern, the northern actual locations of the thermal fronts.
portion exhibits the strongest return. The location error of the IR images

prevented any interpretation. That such
In the 3 October SAR image, the feature offsets may occur is suggested by the
is poorly defined (due to the quality of intensive frontal surveys discussed in
the optical processed image as much as Part 111.
anything else). On this occasion, the
wind direction is again parallel to the Surprisingly, winds blowing parallel to
front. Now, the southeasterly wind the front , whether blowing with or
should have been opposing the currents against the current, produced only shear
at the southern front and reinforcing patterns. No marked difference appeared
the currents at the northern front. The in 00 on one side of the cold water
northern front shows a more generalized feature as compared to the other because
shear area than on 21 September. The of the wind opposing or reinforcing the
southern front is extremely poorly current.
defined. The central portions of the
feature show a slightly different a'o A continuation of the hindcast study of
than in the warm water, but the quality the environmental conditions of the
of the image precludes any positive other two cold water features should
statement. show whether these initial results are

repeated.
On 6 and 9 October, the winds blew
across the northern and southern fronts; The Newfoundland Ridge-West feature
although not at as sharp an angle as on (Figs. 45 and 46) presented several dif-
29 September. The northerly winds on 6 ferent aspects to the SEASAT-A SAR than
October appear to create conditions that the Newfoundland Ridge-East feature. The
cause the southern front in the SAR first is that the frontal area of the
image to be the better defined. Note western feature within the SAR swath is
that the linear east-west feature split- more circular than the straight fronts
ting the center of the ridge feature in lying within the SAR swath of the east-
the 9 October SAR image can be faintly ern feature. Thus, a wind from almost
seen in the 6 October SAR image. It is any direction is parallel in some
unfortunate that no simultaneous IR places, and at other places is at a
image is available for comparison to right angle to the front or current
interpret the cause of the linear flow. Although the cold water feature is
change. generally well defined by arcuate wave-

like structures by the northerly 10
The hindcast study of the Newfoundland in/sec winds of 21 September, the best
Ridge-East feature provided both expect- defined area is the southeast quarter.
ed and unexpected results: the wi nds The wave-like structures are prohably
blowing from the cold to the warm water shear deformations of waves and rosemble
created sufficient vertical turbulence features seen in the 19 June STAR imnag-
to make the frontal boundaries stand out ery (Fig. 32).
the best. The general settling of the
air dite to the winds blowing from the The remaining SAR image of the western
warm to the cold water also defined the ridge area graphically shows how the
frontal feature but without as strong a western ridge feature differs from the
frontal boundary. In general, under both eastern feature. In the SAR image of 30
of these conditions, the entire cold September for example, the cold water
water feature had a markedly different
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Figure 51. An example of the variations in vertical atmospheric turbulence across the
western (A) and eastern (A') thermal fronts. A pengraph attached to the vertical
accelerometer of the P-3 INS showed the vertical movement of the aircraft as it flew
across the frontal structure at an altitude of 300 meters on 10 May. The western front,
having the sharpest thermal gradient of the two fronts, showed the quickest atmospheric
response. The horizontal wind field, as measured by the aircraft's drift for the same
altitude and time, showed no appreciable deviation. This lack of horizontal variability

F' was found in later flights, even when the aircraft flew as low as 70 meters above the
water. This example is only one of a number of similiar INS graphs made during the
flights. Of particular interest was that during periods when the aircraft was flying
through obscuring low clouds or fog with the PRT inactive, the INS graphs indicated
changes in vertical turbulence which were shown to be associated with thermal fronts
by simultaneous AXBT drops.
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surface expression is gone. The rough- The cross-over imagery formed by ascend-
ness pattern shown is probably a circu- ing SEASAT-A passes also show the Sea-
lation feature from the well-mixed sur- mounts feature, although with some dif-
face expression of the cold water. How- ferences. On 2 October, the ascending
ever, without a strong (Ta-Ts), the SAR image shows a change of ao on the
co variations must be due entirely to edge of the SAR swath. However, it is
wind-current interaction. In Figure 45, poorly defined, despite the fact that
the circulation feature can be seen as a the wind was blowing from the cold to
poorly defined roughness region that is the warm water--a situatiow-which, in
in the same general area as the 21 Sept- the descending Grand Banks SAR passes,
ember cold water feature in Figure 44. provided the best frontal definition.
This area of disturbance is repeated in In the case of the ascending pass for 5
the SAR imagery for 3, 6 and 9 October. October, the wind was blowing parallel

to the front and the SAR image shows the
The study of the environmental condi- same sharp linear features as the SAR
tions that generate the o returns in image for 6 October, although it is
the SAR imagery for the eastern ridge slightly fainter.
feature indicates that winds blowing
parallel to the direction of a current Thus, the western ridge and seamount
do not generate broad patterns of uni- features show ao patterns which define
form co in the SEASAT-A SAR imagery. the areas of cold water in much the
The patterns visible in Figure 45 (and fashion shown for the eastern ridge
in the imagery for 6 and 9 October) must feature. In these cases the arcuate
be due to winds blowing at an angle to structure of the features within the SAR
the current direction. The curved front swath accentuated the fact that the wind
of the feature seen in Figure 44 allows blowing at right angles to the thermal
such variation to take place. front and current produced the best

defined pattern to delineate the front.
In the Newfoundland Seamounts region,
the cold water frontal boundary also 5. Conclusions
forms a strong curve within the SAR
swath. On 30 September, the SAR image From the limited study of several
shows a strong change in ao as the SEASAT-A SAR and NOAA-5 IR imagery, it
wind blew from the warm water over the is found that the roughness patterns in
cold. The specular return of the warm the SAR imagery does delineate the loca-
water in this case sharply contrasts tions of the major thermal fronts shown
with features in the cold water, which in the IR imagery.
resemble the mottled patterns seen in
the 19 June SLAR image (Fig. 32). The comparatively poor accuracy of the

NOAA-5 registration prevents defining
On 3 October the winds were parallel to whether the SAR roughness features lie
the front. However, while the feature is directly over or are displaced several
visible in the SAR image, it is poorly kilometers to one side of the thermal
defined. Again, mottled patterns are fronts. The quality of the definition
visible in the cold water. This effect varies from SAR image to SAR image,
may be the result of the wind blowing apparently according to the angle the
across the front outside the SAR swath wind makes with the thermal front and
area, as shown by the diagram in Figure the current. The best conditions for
49. On 6 October, the winds were also defining the front occurred when the

parallel to the front and the SAR image winds were blowing at right angles to
displays sharp shear lines that outline the front and current and were moving
the frontal border. On this date, the from the cold to the warm water. The

o 0 from the cold water inside the second best conditions occurred when the
feature is similar to the warm water winds blew from the warm to the cold
outside the feature. water. In neither case was the front as
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sharply defined as the front in the IR New Look frontal surveys of 16-17 May
image. In both cases, the broad patterns 1979 discussed in Part V, and the New
made by the a0 changes were the method Look and Baseline SLAR imagery discussed
of definition, with the cold water area in Part IV. In the frontal surveys, the
having more mottled patterns and the data indicate that while some roughness
warm water areas having specular, more induced by air/sea thermal instability
even patterns, was present, the miajor environmental

cause of the meast roughness was the
In those cases where the wind blew changes in the current field and the
parallel to the front, it did not seem interaction of the wind field with the
to matter whether the wind was blowing current. The discrepancies in the two
with or against the current. The SAR results will be further covered in Part
imagery showed linear striations in VI conclusions.
these cases, which outlined the frontal
thermal boundary, with no obvious dif- One interesting result of the compari-
ferences between the cold water ao sons was the possibility that cross-
return and the warm water regional current winds created conditions that

*return. In those cases containing both allowed the SAR ao to delineate a
*effects, such as when the front was circulation pattern associated with a

curved and the wind encountered the subsurface thermal structure. In this
front and current at angles less than instance no change in surface thermal
90', variations of the two conditions conditions was detectable in the IR
took place. imagery. This ability could be useful in

the study of old cold water rings whose
Some of these results seem contradictory only surface manifestation is a circula-
to what was found in the studies of the tion pattern.
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Part Vl. Conclusions

The actual appearance of the surface of the open sea . . is
mostly in the sharpest contrast to that of rhythmic regularity. If
a wind blows, waves of all different sizes are present, varying in
form from long, gently sloping ridges to waves of short and sharp
crests. Superimposed on the gentler waves, which may or may not
run in the direction of the wind, series of deformations of the
surface appear which, from the point of view of physics, can be
termed waves only by stretching the definition.

The Ocean, pg. 523,1942

by Sverdrup, Johnson, and Fleming

1. Discussion physical processes much in the way

discussed in Part I.
The main purpose of the Grand Banks
Experiment is to examine the ability of It is, however, the 0o from the short-
specialized radars such as the SLAR and period gravity waves that the real- and
SAR to define ocean fronts. The SLARs synthetic-aperture radars measure. Ex-
used in the experiment were operated perience has shown that the distri-
aboard U.S. Coast Guard aircraft of the bution of these short period waves is
International Ice Patrol. The SAR was correlated with larger scale ocean
part of the suite of microwave sensors roughness phenomena such as long gravity
aboard SEASAT-A. waves, current shear boundaries, thermal

boundaries, and bathymetry. The ability
The SLAR and SAR are designed to measure of SLAR and SAR to detect and monitor
waves of certain wavelengths. The SLAR these large-scale oceanic processes is
used in this study operated in the K- dependent upon the modulations of the
and X-bands of the electromagnetic spec- short-period gravity waves by these
trum. The SAR operated in the L-band. In larger scale phenomena.

the ocean, waves of these dimensions are
short-period gravity waves. If the ocean This is the problem of the Grand Banks
was composed of only such waves, then Experiment. In the actual ocean, in an
the demarcation of ocean thermal fronts area of complex currents and sharp
would be fairly straightforward, since changes in atmospheric conditions, can
these waves are caused by atmospheric the radar return from the regional
turbulence (which varies with the inten- roughness conditions define the location
sity of the thermal gradients present of actual fronts, and if they can, what
between the ocean surface and the atmos- are the conditions which allow them to
phere) and do not move far from their do so?
area of generation.

We tried to set up an experiment to
However, the ocean surface is not limit- measure those conditions. To begin with,

ed to such high frequency waves. The the fronts examined during the Baseline
forces which create short-period gravity and New Look field surveys were sections

waves also create long-period gravity of large cold-water structures being ex-
waves. These longer-lasting waves are, truded from the Labrador Front out over
in turn, modified by currents and other the Newfoundland Ridge and Newfoundland
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Seamounts. Analyses of the aircraft, the comparison of Coast Guard StAR
ship, and satellite data taken during imagery (Figs. 31 and 32) with simnul-
the field surveys.(Parts 11 and III) re- taneous ocean measurements indicates

veal that the extrusions extended deeper that certain sea conditions produced
than 1000 m and were obviously strongly certain patterns. Linear features akin
controlled by the deeper bathymetric to shear striations and aligned parallel

features (in the case of the Newfound- to the currents are visible in the im-
land Ridge, this included bathymetric agery in the areas of the warm water
features deeper than 4000 m). near the front. Mottled patterns sug-

gestive of extremely low amplitude, long

The analyses shojw that the variations in period waves are present in the imagery
the regional sea surface temperature and in the areas of cold water. Although the

the currents were directly related to mottled patterns show some alignments,
these deep cold water extrusions. They these do not coincide with the reports
show also that the air-sea temperature by ship observers nor do they seem to be

differences, the interaction of the wind aligned to the front. Finally, while the
and the current and related local atmos- regions of the fronts are always indica-

pheric factors such as dewpoint and ted in the STAR imagery, these (with the
pressure, had marked effect on the mag- exception of Fig. 31(a) SLAR image) are
nitude and variation of the local rough- not always shown as sharp lines such as

ness conditions, seen in infrared imagery of fronts.

The analysis of the data from the inten- The best example of SLAR imagery that
sive aircraft survey of 16-17 May 1979 had ship data to provide surface truth
indicates that well-defined regions of occurred during Baseline on 19 June

ocean surface roughness existed in the 1978. On this occasion analysis of
study area, that these roughness regions satellite drifter buoy, wave rider buoy,

delineated the frontal boundaries of the and ship meteorological observations
cold feature and, in general, that they indicated that the thermal air-sea dif-
could be used to define the feature ferences over the cold and warm waters
itself. were not the major cause of the strong

differences of ao seen in the 19 June
In addition, studies of the aircraft STAR image. Except for the weak atmos-
data indicate that while some roughness pheric front aligned with the ocean

induced by air/sea thermal instability front, there was little in the thermal
was present (Fig. 5), the major cause of air-sea interaction that would seem to
the measured variations in ocean rough- create the strong changes. (Ta-Ts)
ness seemed to be the interaction of the differences were close to neutral in the

wave field with the current. warm water and were positive in the cold
water. Winds in this instance were mov-

It must be emphasized that the suite of ing parallel to the fronit at speeds

instruments used in the two-day study greater than 6 rn/sec and were reinforc-
were incapable of measuring short period ing a current that was moving at I

waves. The instruments were designed to rn/sec. Previous data showed that shear

measure larger-scale ocean roughness conditions should have been present at
such as long period gravity waves, cur- the front, separating the core of faster

rent boundaries, and thermal fronts. As moving warm water from the cold water.
mentioned earlier it is the shorter The vertically polarized SLAR imagery
period waves that are detected by the during the southern run of the Coast

synthetic- and real-aperture radars. Guard aircraft show patterns indicative
of such shear conditions (Fig. 32).

The next step was to compare these
conventional measurements with actual The SAR data are compared in Part V with
SLAR and SAR data. In the case of STAR, thermal features in NOAA-5 Infrared
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imagery, weather charts and to ship-of- The hindcast study indicated that winds
opportunity meteorological reports. blowing parallel to the thermal front

created the poorest conditions to define
These comparisons show that the thermal the thermal front. In addition the con-
fronts are always characterized by fea- ditions produced an entirely different
tures in the SAR imagery, including the ao pattern. These patterns appeared in
cross-over regions of the ascending and the SAR imagery as linear striations
descending SEASAT-A orbits. The compari- that were close to, if not directly
sons also showed that these features are coincident with, the thermal front. In
similar to features in the SIAR imagery, these instances, the a, from the warm

water on one side of the fr3nt was quite

A hindcast study using the SAR and similar to the return from the cold
infrared imagery and local meteorologi- water on the opposite side of the front.

cal reports indicates that the orienta- The lines of striations occurred with
tion and strength of the regional winds apparently equal strength, whether the
to the thermal front and current seems winds were opposing or reinforcing the
to be the major factor in the ability of current.
the SAR to depict the front. The study
indicated that winds blowing from the In those instances where the wind was
cold to the warm water created suffici- blowing at an angle to the front, modi-
ent vertical turbulence in the warm fications of both phenomena appeared in
water to make the frontal boundaries the SAR imagery. This was best demon-
stand out in the SAR imagery as pattern strated in those cases where the SAR
changes of o" The subsidence of the swath crossed a curved thermal front.
air over the cold water when the winds
blow from the warm to the cold water The apparent discrepancy between the
created comparatively calm sea condi- results of the SAR and SLAR studies are
tions, which also helped define the probably due to the fact that the STAR
frontal boundary in the SAR imagery. studies were limited to a period where

the winds were parallel to the front, a
This latter condition did not produce as situation in which the SAR imagery pro-
strong a change in pattern as did the duced the poorest definition of the
wind going from the cold to warm water. thermal front. What was needed to com-
In either case the ao boundary was not plete the SLAR study was an example of a
as sharp as the demarcation of the ther- strong wind blowing at right angles to
mal gradients found in the infrared the front. Such a situation might have
imagery. In this regard the comparative- been possible with the SLAR image in
ly poor registration of the NOAA-5 im- Fig. 31(c) had not the data had serious
agery prevented ascertaining whether the navigation errors. Winds blowing across
roughness patterns were offset from the the front produce greater changes of
thermal front, as suggested by the INS (Ta-Ts) than winds blowing parallel.
vertical accelerometer data in Part III In fact, on 19 June 1978 the data showed
(Fig. 51). that a weak atmospheric front lay coin-

cident with the cold water.
In general, the study showed that under
either condition, with the wind orthogo- In examining the SAR imagery for the
nal to the front, the entire cold water area of the western ridge feature, the
feature had a marked different ao pat- surface thermal gradients are found to
tern in the SAR imagery than the warm be gone in the imagery after 26 Septem-
water, with warm water being the more ber. However, the SAR image still showed
specular and the cold water presenting roughness patterns similar in location
what can be termed a mottled appear- to patterns found when the surface ther-
ance. mal feature was present on 21 and 26
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September. The (To pattern In this in- data not as concurrent as originally
stance was weak as well as poorly de- planned. They do, however, show that
fined. If the interpretation is correct satellite- and aircraft-specialized
that this was residual circulation from radars such as SAR and STAR can be used
the coldwater extrusion, then only the to monitor the location of ocean fronts
current/wave interactions were respon- under nearly all weather conditions. As
sible for the a, in the SAR imagery, an operational research tool, such mon-
This, then, is an example of a ao itoring will require the development of
return that did not involve a negative exploitive techniques. Such development
(Ta-Ts). will require more extensive data sets

than were used in this study. It is
The patterns in the SLAR and SAR imagery suggested that, since satellite SAR is
seem to differ from what the same ocean presently unavailable and aircraft SAR
scene would show in reflected sunlight, is difficult to come by, that the use of
This is especially true in the case of the comparatively less expensive air-
the mottled patterns inside the cold craft SLAR be used. These radars are
features. The reason suggested in Part currently available from their manufac-
IV for this difference is that the ef- turers as "off-the-shelf" units.
fect is due to Bragg scattering and that
the patterns are the result of the con- As far as remote-sensing oceanography is
structive/destructive resonant backscat- concerned, the input of information that
ter from the low amplitude, long period specialized radars can provide (whether
waves, from SAR or SLAR) would greatly enhance

our synoptic understanding of the
In conclusion, the results of the Grand dynamic processes taking place in the
Banks Experiment are derived from a very oceans.
limited set of data, with the actual
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Appendix A: The NOAA, TIROS, distortion is repeated only after a
number of weeks. It is rare that twoand GOES Satellite Data
cloud-free images having oceanic fea-
tures of interest have the same distor-
tion. Because of problems which include
the attitude of the spacecraft and the

The non-SEASAT satellites used for the comparatively poor timing of the space-
Grand Banks Experiment were GOES, NOAA-4 craft clocks, it is difficult to rereg-
and 5 and TIROS-N. GOES was used mostly ister the various distortions to a com-
for operational purposes to detect rapid mon projection. This was done in Part V
weather and oceanographic changes in the of the present study for the hindcast
field. NOAA-4 and 5 and TIROS-N were comparison of NOAA-5 infrared and
used for the field operation and the SEASAT-A SAR imagery. In this instance,
post-survey analyses. The primary satel- the registration accuracy of the NOAA-5
lite sensors used in these analyses are imagery was +20 km.
the VHRR infrared channel of NOAA-4 and
5 and the AVIIRR infrared channel of TIROS-N was launched in October 1978 and

TIROS-N. Both channels operate within its data became operationally available
the spectral window of 10.5 to 12.5 in time for the New Look surveys. The
microns and present pictures of the TIROS-N data tapes distributed by NOAA
earth's emitted infrared energy with a Environmental Data Information Service
1.1 km resolution. A description of the (EDIS) have incorporated geographic
NOAA satellite and the VHRR sensor can positions derived from ephemeris data.
be found in Schwalb (1972), Fortuna and Clark and La Violette (1980), in a study
Hambrick (1974), and Koffler (1976). of the accuracy of the geographic posi-
TIROS-N and the AVHRR sensor are descri- tioning incorporated into the data, have
bed in Schwalb (1978) and Hussey (1979). measured a mean positioning error in the
Examples of the use of data of these data of 3.7 km with a standard deviation
types for oceanographic studies are nu- of 1.7 km. With this degree of accuracy
merous. Several papers for which the TIROS-N data may be reliably registered
author was responsible may serve as a into various map projections and an
guide to readers unfamiliar with the image-to-image quantitative comparison
application of satellite data to ocean- of TIROS-N satellite data is possible.
ography: La Violette 1974; La Violette The TIROS-N imagery in the New Look por-
et al., 1975; La Violette et al., 1980. tion of this study have been registered

into mercator projections.
NOAA-4 and 5 data are used for the pre-
survey satellite imagery examination and The satellite data for this study were

the Baseline data analysis. TIROS-N data received by stations at Wallops Island,
are used in the analysis of New Look Virginia; Toronto, Ontario; and Shoe
data. NOAA-5 data are used in the anal- Cove, Newfoundland. Whenever possible
ysls of the SEASAT-A SAR data. NOAA-4 the imagery have been enhanced to show
and 5 data are somewhat limited due to ocean thermal features. The enhancement
the quantitative difficulty in comparing of the NOAA-5 imagery was done by the

a single infrared image from these Canadian Atmospheric Environmental Ser-
satellites' data with other imagery or vice in Toronto, Canada. The registered

surface data. This difficulty results TIROS-N and NOAA-5 imagery (as well as
because the earth scene shown in each the computer-composed graphics used in
NOAA image is distorted by the projec- the study) were made using the NORDA-
tion resulting from the large scan angle [DSIPS interactive computer. A descrip-
at the edge of the satellite sensor tion of the method used for registering
field of view and the curvature of the and enhancing the TIROS-N imagery can be
earth. Since the satellite precesses in found in Holyer et al. (1980), and

Its orbit around the earth, the same Pressman and Holyer (1978).
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